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ABSTRACT
When an atomic beam interacts with a high intensity laser beam, ionization 
occurs even if the photon energy is less than the threshold level for ionization 
of the atom. In this thesis, nonresonant multiphoton ionization of alkaline-earth 
atoms is examined experimentally. Since alkaline-earth atoms have doubly ex­
cited states just above and sometimes below the first ionization threshold level 
and are easily ionized with relatively low intensity, they are ideally suited for 
studying the role of electron correlations in multiphoton ionization. This mo­
tivated a careful and detailed investigation of the correlation of electrons and 
the multiphoton ionization mechanism. A spectroscopic study on photoelec- 
trons arising from nonresonant multiphoton ionization of calcium and magnesium 
atoms up to 1013iy /cm 2 is described. The emphasis is placed on photoelectron 
spectra, and their variations with laser wavelength, intensity, and polarization. 
Also, the ionization process of doubly charged ions which can be produced ei­
ther by a stepwise process or by the simultaneous removal of two electrons is 
discussed.
x
1. INTRODUCTION
When an atom  is irradiated by an intense laser beam, the atom  can absorb 
several photons, and nonlinear phenomena and multiphoton processes occur. 
This multiphoton ionization (MPI) of atoms is one of the new Helds of investi­
gation in the modern physics of atoms and atomic Bpectroscopy tha t lasers have 
opened up over the last two decades. The observation of MPI requires strong 
intensities and it is only after high power lasers had been developed tha t the 
problems concerning the multiphoton interaction of atoms with a field have been 
studied. Some new questions arose from the M PI of atoms in strong laser fields. 
First, how does our view of electric dipole transitions alter in the nonperturba- 
tive regime. Second, what influence do the laser field parameters, such as wave­
length, pulse width, intensity, and polarization have on our observations. Stud­
ies of multiphoton processes made possible by high-power lasers reveal new and 
dramatic aspects of the interaction of photons with m atter, such as above thresh­
old ionization b2,3,4,5 (ATI), multiple charge state distributions 6>7'8 (MC’SD), 
high field KapiLza-Dirac elFect9, short wavelength generation5, and strong field 
ionization10. All of these processes can be characterized as highly nonlinear ef­
fects with the capacity for efficiently coupling large amounts of energy into an 
atomic system. This has practical importance Tor production of a laboratory 
X-ray or VUV laser. Although many theoretical models11,1^ '13,14,15,10 have been 
proposed to describe the salient features of these observations, the lack of experi­
ments on open shell atoms has contributed to the inability of theorists to provide 
a quantitative physical picture of these effects. In this dissertation, we studied 
the behavior of inultielcctron atoms in intense laser fields which is essential to
1
2understanding the above phenomena. Specifically, the influences of the atomic 
structure on the above phenomena will be stressed.
In an intense laser field, any atom undergoes substantial one-electron multi­
photon ionization17,18 for intensities above 109W /cm 2. Theoretical models in the 
framework of perturbation theory 19,2°'21'22,23, and an independent electron ap­
proximation have been applied to describe the behavior of closed shell atoms. For 
intensities in the 1U12 — 1015iy /c m 2 range, the MPI of atoms displays interesting 
features on the electron energy spectrum. At these intensities, the interaction 
between a laser pulse and many-electron atoms leads to the removal of several 
electrons and the production of multiply charged ions24,25,26,8,27*28. One of the 
simplest and the most important experiment on the MPI of multiclectron atoms 
was done by Rhodes’ group8 in 1983, They simply focused a laser beam with 193 
nm wavelength and an intensity of 1 x 1014lV/cm2 on gas-phasc atoms ranging 
from He to U in a vacuum chamber. They found that a large number of photons 
were absorbed and thus a large amount of energy coupled into the system. For 
xenon atoms, they observed ionization up to Xe8+ ions. Since the ionization 
threshold for Xe8+ ion measured above the Xe neutral ground state is 265 eV 
and the photon energy for 193 nm is 6.4 eV, a 42-photon absorption is needed to 
produce Xe6+ ions. According to perturbation theory, an N-photon absorption 
scales as Rtf  — o ^ F N , where R is the ionization rate, is cross section, and 
F is photon flux. The relative abundance for X e 2+ to Xe+ is { ^ r~ ) T h  ~  i0~2 
since X e + and X e 2+ have cross sections of 10-49cm4s and 10“ 115cm8s3 for a 
2- and 4-photon absorption, respectively. Similarly, the relative abundance for 
Xe6+ to Xe+ is — 10“ 10. However, in this experiment the rela­
3tive abundance of Xe2+ to Xe+ and Xe®+ to X e+ is [-jjtJ~ ) E x p  — an<^
( t I ^ Z ' )E x b  — 0.02, respectively, which are 60 and 5 x 107 times greater than x«+ r
those expected by perturbation theory. This extremely large abundance of highly 
charged states would suggest that perturbation theory is no longer valid in this 
intensity regime. In this experiment, multiple charge sta te distributions showed 
a strong correlation with atomic size. Specifically, atoms with sinail cores, that 
is, He, were only singly ionized, and less likely to ionize to higher charge states 
as compared with large core atoms, for example, Xe. However, all subsequent 
studies have been confined almost exclusively to rare gases, and more specifically 
to xenon atoms. Consequently, due to the lack of experimental da ta  the atomic 
cirects of these phenomena have largely been ignored. Therefore, a detailed study 
of these size elfccts is necessary in order to better understand the physics of these 
phenomena. Size elFect studies should include not only for closed shell atoms but 
also open shell atoms as well. In this respect, alkaline-earth atoms arc important 
systems to study in order to understand the influence of the atomic structure 
as an important parameter for MPI process. The alkaline-earth atoms with two 
outer shell electrons arc attractive systems for MPI studies for a number of rea­
sons. First, they contain a manifold of doubly excited states just above the first 
ionization threshold and in some cases even have bound doubly excited states. 
Thus, the density of doubly excited states around threshold for the alkaline-earth 
atoms is higher than for the closed shell atoms. Second, they have low ioniza­
tion potential. For example, the ionization potential of calcium is 6 eV which 
is half or the ionization potential of xenon. Therefore, the alkaline-earth atoms 
are easily ionized with a lower order process, and offer the opportunity to exam­
4ine these effects a t moderate laser intensities, where /  <  1013IV/cm2. Finally, 
the low-Z alkaline-earth atoms such as calcium and magnesium are systems tha t 
should prove to be theoretically tractable. This is especially relevant considering 
the recent success of Kim and Greene2®'30’31 on the single-photon ionization of 
calcium atoms, in order to explain the multiple charge state distributions, two 
mechanisms have been proposed so far (Fig.l). First, direct ionization12 in which 
two or more electrons are removed simultaneously and the multiply charged ions 
are formed directly from neutral atoms* ground state:
A +  nhut — » A q+ +  qe~.
Second, sequential ionization18,11 in which the doubly charged ions are formed 
by a stepwise process via singly charged ions formed in the same laser radiation 
pulse:
A + m h w  — > A + + e “ , 
j4+ +n2hw — ► yt2++ e - ,
J4(7_ I )+-^n ^ aj — , A,+  + e “ .
It is clear th a t direct ionization implies multiple excitation. But sequential ion­
ization may imply either single electron excitation or multiple excitation. Even if 
only one electron is ejected in this process, it can be regarded as multiple excita­
tion if one electron is left in an excited state. Therefore, single electron emission 
may also imply multiple excitation and electron correlation should be consid­
ered. Although the extent to which multiple-electron excitation is responsible 
Tor the production or multiplc-charge-state distributions6,7,8 (MOSI>) in closcd- 
sliell atoms is still unclear, multiphoton transitions to doubly excited states have 
been found to play a significant role in experiments 011 alkalinc-carths10,32.
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A
Fig. 1. Schematic energy diagram for sequential and direct ionization. Verti­
cal arrows indicate photons absorbed in the photoionization process.
6The production of multiply charged ions33'94 through multiphoton absorp­
tion emphasizes both atomic properties and laser characteristics such as inten­
sity, photon energy, pulse duration, etc. In this dissertation, nonresonant MPI 
of alkaline-earth atoms, specially calcium and magnesium, has been studied in 
an intense pulsed laser field using MPI spectroscopy. We have examined the 
influence of atomic effects on these phenomena. That is, what role does the size 
of the valence and inner shell have on the effective coupling of energy into the 
atomic system. Also, we have studied the influence of the laser characteristics 
on these phenomena, such as laser intensity, photon energy, and polarization. 
The laser intensities of interest range from 10l° W f  cm2 to 1013VP/cm2, the pho­
ton frequencies range from infrared (fuu =  l.IGeP) to visible (/iw =  2.33eVr), 
and a pulse duration of 10 nsec. We measured the electron energy spectrum, 
intensity dependence, electron angular distribution, and polarization effect for 
calcium and magnesium at both wavelengths in order to study the ionization 
process. Understanding the role of electron correlations in both single and mul­
tiphoton ionization processes is important in the area of atomic physics. Also, 
the mechanism or formation of doubly charged ions of alkaline-earth atoms is 
analyzed. We have demonstrated that sequential ionization is dominant process 
and electron correlations do play a significant role in single electron ionization. 
As to the spectroscopic aspect of these experiments, it is our objective in this 
work to focus on the richness of information on atomic dynamics tha t can be ex­
tracted. In processes of this type, however, the laser is not a simple probe, as is 
the case in traditional single-photon absorption. A further most desirable ehect 
of the intensity in the present context is absorption of one or more additional
7photons before a continuum state can decay by direct or autoionization. This is 
intimately connected with the possibility of leaving the ion in an excited state, 
as well as with double-electron ejection.
In Chapter 2, theoretical consideration for the experiment such as the struc­
ture of atoms in strong laser fields, multiphoton ionization, above threshold ion­
ization of atoms, energy level structure of alkaline-earth atoms, and electron 
correlation will be dealt with. The aim of this chapter is to give a clear defini­
tions of the concepts used here rather than to present calculations corresponding 
to the experimental results.
in Chapter 3, we will describe the experimental requirements for the obser­
vation of intense held effects on electrons and atoms. The laser and vacuum 
system, together with the various detection systems and data analysis will be 
presented.
In Chapter 4, the experimental results for calcium and magnesium will be 
presented and discussed. Electron energy and mass spectra, intensity effect, 
angular distribution, and circular polarization will be presented.
In Chapter 5, we conclude by summarizing the unresolved issues.
2. THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS
In this chapter, the theoretical baa is for our experiments will be presented. 
We will first briefly mention the fundamentals of laser spectroscopy, and discuss 
the theory for the atomic structure, excitation, and ionization of atoms in strong 
laser fields. Then we will discuss the structure of the energy levels of calcium 
and magnesium which were studied in this dissertation. Finally we will discuss 
the electron correlations.
2.1 Multiphoton Ionization Spectroscopy
In m any-etectron a to m s, the  Coulom b repulsion and  Bpin-orbit coupling ef­
fects between electrons strongly  influence the  n a tu re  o f the  e lectronic s ta tes . T he  
one-electron p ic ture , w here each electron is viewed as m oving in a  well-defined 
orb it and  independen t of the  m otion of the  o th e r  e lectrons, b reaks down when 
these eirects a re  s trong  enough. M ultipho ton  ionization spectroscopy provides 
us w ith  new spectroscopic d a ta  allowing to identify previously unknow n s ta te s  
of a lkaline-earth  a tom s and  enables us to  Btudy excited s ta te s  and  transit ions 
between excited sta tes  which cannot be reached by single pho ton  excita tions. 
It also provides a  m eans to  probe how the  Coulom b repulsion of the  two outer 
electrons of a lkaline-earth  a to m s35*36,37 may be taken into account.
In the  technique of m ultipho ton  ionization spectroscopy, two or more pho­
tons are absorbed  sim ultaneously and  excite a tom s from the  ground  s ta te  to 
the  con tinuum . T he  atom ic sam ple is ir rad ia ted  by the laser and  the  ions or 
e lectrons produced by laser excita tion  are de tec ted  by observing the  pulsed cur­
9rent, synchronous with the pulsed laser. Multiphoton ionisation spectroscopy is 
based on the fact that multiphoton transitions can be induced with high proba­
bility and readily detectable with high intensity lasers. In general, the transition 
probability for the N-photon transition from \g >  to ( /  >  is,
=  a t /V) / 1(u;1).,./jV(w1)/ftAru;1...wJV (2.1)
where o W  is the cross section and is the laser intensity a t wi- Then,
for an N-photon nonresouant multiphoton ionization, the population difference 
produced in the excited state, P ff  — P/j* >s governed by the equation
+  f  X " / /  -  ' / / >  -  -  * / / ) .  (2-2)
where T  is relaxation time. In the steady sta te  case, the population produced in 
the excited sta te is
. . (2.3)
=  o W r / l (wi).../w (w1)(#>M -  P f f ) l h N U>l ...U>flf 
From equation (2.3), excitation can be large if the cross section and the
laser intensity Ip/ are large. The excitation is usually a complex function of the 
input laser intensities. With pulsed lasers, the transient response complicates 
the m atter even more and the physics must be described using a model that 
includes the laser field as well as their interaction. Another interesting aspect of 
multiphoton ionization spectroscopy is its ability to yield Doppler-free spectra. 
The resolution is mainly limited by the laser line width. Since the excitation 
is usually weak, the detection is the most important part in MI’I spectroscopy. 
The detection method must be extremely sensitive and it will be discussed in the 
next chapter.
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2.2 Ionization and Structure of Atoms in a Laser Field
The ionization of an atom in a field with a frequency w is a multiphoton 
process if the energy of a quantum h u  is less than the ionization potential of the 
atom |L’o|- This MPI can occur only if the photon flux is strong enough. The 
energy conservation law demands simultaneous absorption of at least N photons 
by the atom in a single act of interaction with the field to satisfy the relation
N > |£ o |jhw. (2.4)
The ionization process of a model system with a single level in a short-range 
binding potential by the field of the linearly polarized wave with a frequency 
to C  \E0\/ti was first considered by Keldysh38. The Keldysh method treats 
photoionization by considering the transition caused by the electromagnetic field 
on an electron from a bound state in which the Coulomb field of the ion is 
neglected. This method finds only the intensity parameter tha t arises in the 
high-order limit and neglects the details of the atomic structure.
In the laser - atom interactions, lowest-order perturbation theory22 (LOPT) 
for the multiphoton ionization has proved to be a powerful method in the theoreti­
cal study of various nonresonant multiphoton processes. This method treats laser 
fields as perturbations to atomic states and considers the process corresponding 
to the lowest nouvanishing order in the perturbation series as the dominant pro­
cess. The basic equation of perturbative theory of MPI is given by
>  =  ( - — P ■ A +  > .  (2.5)ot  m 2m
where \<f> > is constant during the time of interaction. In the frame of perturba­
tion theory, the N-photon ionization rate W for nonresonant M PI39 induced by
11
coherent laser pulses, is given by
W =  aNl " ,  (2.6)
where is the generalized N-photon ionization cross section. W is expressed in 
° N  *s expressed in cm 2N aN ~^ units and the laser intensity I is in W  cm - 2 . 
What is immediately evident, is tha t perturbation theory predicts that the non- 
rcsonant rate scales with the intensity to the power. This power-law behavior 
of the ionization probability characterizes the LOPT as a good approximation 
for the process and implies that the ionization process is not saturated and the 
process corresponding to the lowest nonvanisliing order is the dominant process. 
Thus, a simple intensity dependent study will verify the validity of this scaling. 
Fig,2 shows schematically the N-photon ionization of an atom. The vertical ar­
rows indicate the photons absorbed in the N-photon transition from the ground 
state to continuum.
The N-photon MPI requires a strong laser intensity and this can be achieved 
with current laser technology. In strong laser Helds the perturbation is so large 
that \4> > in equation (2.5) is not constant during the time of interaction and 
perturbation theory is not valid. Let’s estimate the laser intensity for which per­
turbation theory breaks down. For a simple derivation of the N-photon ionization 
process, the single photon transition takes place with the rate,
=  ai(//ftu>). (2.7)
where 1 is the laser intensity and ay is the generalized one-photon cross section.
The second transition must occur within a lifetime r of the virtual state, and the
rate for the second transition is
/ ? 2  =  O l ( / / f t u j ) T ( 7 i ( / / / l u > ) .  ( 2 . 8 )
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Generalizing for N photons we get,
«JV =  ’• " " V l U / M l " .  (2.9)
where ojy =  is N photon ionisation cross section. When the MPI rate
Kjv+ 1 approaches liyvt perturhation theory is not valid any more. From equation 
(2.9), the breaks down occurs when =  roi(//Aor) r- 1. For r  =  10-15sec
and ai  =  10” 16cmJ , we get (//Aw) =  IQ?1 photons/cm? sec. This corresponds 
to I  =  1012W'/crn2 for 1 eV photons. For comparison, the intensity of normal 
daylight is 10” HV/cm2, and only 107W /cm 2 even at the surface of the sun.
Now, let’s consider the saturation intensity where the atomic population has 
been reduced to e” 1 of its linal value. The saturation intensity J9 for the N- 
photon process is
I s =  q ~ x!N t~ ^ N % (2.10)
where a is the generalized absorption cross section and r is the laser pulse dura­
tion. Here, we define
a  N =  (» w ),/W . (2.11)
The generalized cross section is dependent on the N-photon process and the
cross section is theoretically calculated for hydrogen atom. Using the calculated
hydrogenic values40 we obtain A ^  for an atom A through the relation41,
A (A) =  A < » ) ^ ~  ’ , 2  12)
where 11 represents the atomic radius, and Eoo is the ionization potential. When 
we consider pulse duration r , we get
A n  =  (°A!T) l*N =  A (2.13)
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From equations (2.10) and (2.13),
(2.14)
Through equation (2.14), the saturation intensity I t for N-photon process can 
be calculated.
In contrast to a nonresonant process a resonance appears in atomic processes 
when any excited state of the atom coincides with the energy of an integer number 
of photons or the intense laser held. Assume th a t N photons are the minimum 
number needed to ionize the atom. When the energy of an integer number 
of photons, say TVj < N  excites an intermediate resonance and the following 
absorption of N 2 = N  ~ N i  photons transfers an electron into continuum, as 
shown in Fig.2(c), the degree of nonlinearity determined by
N{F)  =  diogWfdlog{F2) (2.15)
deviates from N. Here, F is the photon flux in photons cm - 2 s - 1 . The atom be­
haves like a resonator and the ionization probability can be resonantly enhanced. 
Such a behavior indicates that LOPT does not provide a realistic description of 
resonant processes and the ionization probability YVpf can be formulated as42
2ir
VVjv =  T  A *  +  r | / 4  ’ ( 2 1 6 )
where l’s is the spontaneous width and A =  E \ — Eq — 7V|/iuj is the resonance 
{N  \ \detuning, are the compound matrix elements or the order of TV*
and TV2  for the transitions from the ground into the resonant state and from the 
resonant into the continuum state with the energy E  =  E q + TV/iu;. Equation 
(2.16) shows tha t a resonant maximum appears in the ionization probability for
I - p h o t o n  I o n iz a t io n  N - p h o t o n  Io n iz a t io n
A I1 i i
hu hu
I i
hu
i
hu
hut 1
iL ,
hu
i
hu
Ionization Limit 
Virtual State
Intermediate State
Ground State
Fig. 2. Schematic representation for (a) one-photon photoionization, (b) non­
resonant multiphoton ionization, and (c) resonant multiphoton ion­
ization.
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a given degree of nonlinearity N and the resonance ionisation probability exceeds 
the probability of the nonresonance process.
In & perturbative treatment, formation of singly-charged ions appears a t the 
lowest non-vanishing order. For increasing nonlinearity, one finds the possibility 
for an electron to  absorb more photons than the minimum number required for 
ionization. The electron energy of the niultiplioton photoeffect is given by
E  =  Ntuo -  E 0 {N  =  2 ,3 ,4 , . . . ) ,  (2.17)
where N is the minimum number of photons of energy /Iuj required to ionize an 
atom and E q is an ionization potential. The free electrons continue to absorb 
photons soon after they are excited into the continuum via multiphoton absorp­
tion of this minimum number of photons required for ionization. The process 
of laser-induced ionization of an atom in which the electron-atoin system ab­
sorbs S photons more than the minimum number of photons that is required for 
the ionization is called above-threshold ionization43,44’1,45,49 (ATI), also called 
continuum-coiitinuum transitions. The electron energy spectrum of ATI is a clear 
series of equally spaced peaks separated by the photon energy ftw (Fig.3). The 
ejected electron energy is given by
E  = {N + S)huj — E q {S = 0 ,1 ,2 , . . . ) .  (2.18)
We are interested in the final states of the system where the ion is in its ground 
state and the free electron lias a kinetic energy given by equation (2.18). The oc­
currence of additional photon absorption is a normal consequence of (N-fS)-order 
perturbation theory. For perturbative calculations, the ionization probabilities 
^J/Vi ^A + l i * • • > J’jV tS should be calculated up to (N + S)-order. The maximum
I . ' ' I ' l l * .I ' ■ • ‘ ■ I
S i N f l O O
*  i  L
3s IONIZATION THRESHOLD
3s1 GROUND STATE
Fig- 3. Schematic representation for above-threshold ionization or atoms, and 
ATI electron spectrum of magnesium with 1U64 ntn radiation.
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branching ratio for the populations of the various continua is reached for the
saturation intensity / , ,  which is defined by
oo
YL °N+s IN*8t “  1* (2.19)
5= 0
The (N+S) ionization rate22*3® is
Iy{N+S)  =  o w + s / Ar+5, (2.20)
where ffyy+s is the generalized cross section.
Another consequence of the strong field interaction is sequential ionization in 
which various charge states are formed*2'*®'49,50. Consider the situation where 
the laser beam is strong enough to eject several electrons and form doubly- 
charged ions in the process of MPI. Then the number of g+ ions produced in the 
process of M PI is
N
£  N ,{ t ) =  W0 -  W(l), (2.21)
<7=1
where Nq is the initial number of neutral atoms in the interaction region, N(t)
their number as a function of time t during the pulse, and Nq{t) the number of
the g+ ionic species. If we deline n(f) — N[t ) /NQ and n ?(f) = Nq( t ) fNq then we
have the number-conservation equation,
z
£ > , ( « )  =  l - n ( f ) -  (2.22)
9=1
The time development of n<j(t) is governed by a set of coupled linear differential
equations from which n(t) can be eliminated. The initial conditions are n(0) =  l
and n 9(0) =  0. The equations are based on the transition probability OfeF k (t). 
Thus the rate of change of N(t) is
^ 2 ,—  =  -  E ® * . * ’* ' I ' W O ’ (2-23)
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where kq is the order of the multiphoton process in which q electrons are ejected 
directly without going through the sequences of ions of lower charge, and kq 
increases considerably with q. In this notation, k i is the order of the inultiphoton 
process in which one electron is ejected from the neutral atom. In this discussion, 
wc assumed the pulse width is so short that the neutral atoms are ionized with 
the maximum intensity of the laser pulse (Fig.4.a). But if the pulse width is 
long enough the neutral atoms are ionized before it reaches the highest intensity 
and even saturation intensity cannot reach the maximum intensity (Fig.4.b). In 
this case the neutral atoms do not experience the maximum intensity of the laser 
pulse. Therefore, in our experiment we do not have to increase the laser intensity 
more than saturation intensity, because the atom can not experience that.
Now, let's consider the physical consequences of MCSD. In Fig.5(a), singly- 
and doubly-charged ions are shown. Singly charged A + ions are saturated at 
19 and doubly charged A 2 4  ions are not produced at all at this intensity. In 
this case, the only possibility of producing A 2+ ion is via A + ion. In Fig.5(b), 
A 2* ions are produced while A + ions are not saturated. Therefore, A + ions and 
neutral A atoms coexist at the focal point. In this case, A 2+ ions can be made 
either from A + ions or neutral A  atoms. Therefore, Fig.5(b) is the prerequisite 
condition for studying the direct ionization process.
In the ionization process or an atom in a laser field, one of the key questions is 
what happens to the ionization potential or an atom inside a laser lield. In optical 
Fields of the order of 1 0 12lV jcm 2 or greater, both atoms and free electrons are 
fundamentally affected by the ponderornotive forces5 * ’5 2  inherent in the strong 
laser light. In the realistic situation, the laser amplitude changes slowly over the
10
1
&
J
<1 Time
( b )
Time
Fig* <■ Ionization of an atom in a laser field with (a) short laser pulse-width 
and (b) long laser pulse-width.
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I A+
*o
I
*o
Laser Intensity
Fig. 5. Formation of singly- and doubly-charged ions in a laser field: (a) 
Singly-charged ions are saturated and no neutral atoms exist in a 
laser focal point, (b) Neutral atoms and singly-charged ions coexist.
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electron wavelength and the laser wavelength is large compared to the electron 
wavelength and causes the ponderomotive potential53'54,56. The ponderomotive 
potential is given by6 3
55 ^ 5 - .  (*•»>
or in terms of intensity,
_  (2 *e2/ )  .
“  (mew*) ’ ( )
where m is the electron mass, e is the electron charge, /?(f*a ,t)  is the electric held, 
cl* is the angular frequency, 1 is the laser intensity and c is the speed of light. The 
high Rydberg states and the ionization threshold of an atom in a low frequency 
optical field have a Stark shift5 0 , 1 3 ,5 7  downward given by equation (2.24), while 
the a tom ’s ground state has a much smaller shift. The ionization potential of an 
atom is thus increased by the ponderomotive energy. Because the ionization po­
tential is increased by the ponderomotive potential V, the initial kinetic energy of 
the electron is reduced by this value. However, since all measurements are made 
outside of the beam, the ponderomotive energy converts into kinetic energy as 
the electron leaves the light beam, just corresponding for the decrease in the ini­
tial kinetic energy due to the raised ionization potential. Therefore, the recorded 
energy spectrum will not show any effects of the ponderomotive potential for 
slowly changing laser fields. The maximum energy the electron can gain depends 
only on the intensity and is given by E max{ ^ )  — 1 . 1  x 10_ 1 3 J(IVr/c m 2 )eV' for 
a 1.16 eV photon energy. Therefore, the ponderomotive potential for Nd:YACl 
lasers at 10G4 mil radiation equals the photon energy (1.16 eV) a t 101 3 IV/em2. 
Ponderomotive energy shifts also airect the apparent ionization potential of the 
neutral atom. All energy levels in an atom are shifted to some degree by the
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presence of intense laser field, because of the energy of the induced atomic po­
larization. The amount of shift depends on both the intensity and the frequency 
of tlie field. In the case of nonresonant M PI with a Nd:YAG laser, the tightly 
bound ground state is driven well below any resonant frequencies, and its polar- 
izability and accompany ing energy shift are therefore very small. The ionization 
limit is shifted because of the ponderomotive energy imparted to the nearly free 
electron, plus the much smaller induced energy of the remaining ion. Therefore, 
it requires more work to ionize an atom m an intense Nd:YAG field.
Now, consider again equation (2.5). In the vicinity of the atom, the A2  term 
is a constant, independent of the atomic coordinates. It therefore lifts all states, 
continuum and bound, by the same value, via the ponderomotive potential. If 
this term were all, there would clearly be no shift in the ionization energy of the 
atom. However, the term P  • A describe the transition between states. If the 
laser pulse is short enough, the explicit time dependence of the ponderomotive 
potential causes both a shift and a broadening of the photoelectron lines in high- 
intensity MPI. For high power lasers focussed into a small cross section, this 
potential plays a significant role in altering the electron kinetic energy from its 
value outside the laser to a lower value inside the laser. The ponderomotive 
energy converts into kinetic energy as the electron leaves the laser beam. The 
ionization potential of an atom is thus increased by the local ponderomotive 
energy.
If some of the ponderomotive energy is lost because of the time dependence of 
the ponderomotive potential, we will detect the electron at a lower energy than we 
expect when the ponderomotive potential is not taken into account, i.e., B\nt =
23
& final ~  Epond where E int is the initial kinetic energy of the electrons, E f  jnof is 
the detected energy, and E pon<i is the value of the ponderomotive potential a t  the 
intensity a t which the electrons are created via ionization. From the discussion 
above, we should get different results for a long pulse and a short pulse, as 
seen by the electron. The important parameter for the criterion of pulse-length 
is the ratio d / t ,  where d is the transverse diameter of the pulse at the focus 
and t is the pulse duration. When va ^  d / t t where va is the velocity of an 
electron, the electron leaves the pulse so fast tha t the implicit time dependence 
that is due to the average motion of the electron dominates over the explicit time 
dependence due to the pulse propagation. In this case the pulse duration is so 
long compared with the time that it takes the electron to leave the pulse that 
it can be approximated by a stationary beam. There wilt be no energy shifts 
since the ponderomotive potential is approximately conserved. When v0  <«; d / t  
the electron does not travel any appreciable distance during the time tha t it 
interacts with the pulse. In this case the laser pulse is so short tha t the explicit 
time dependence or the ponderomotive potential dominates, and most of the 
energy stored in the quiver motion from the absorbed photons will be lost when 
the pulse separates from and leaves the electron. There will be a downward shift 
of the energy of the phoLoelcctrous that is of the order of the ponderomotive 
potential. When ua =  d / t  there will be a velocity-dependent shift. The slow 
electrons will be shifted more than the fast ones. The shifts are smaller than the 
ponderomotive potential but can still be a sizable fraction of it.
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2.3 Angular Distribution of Photoelectrons
The study of photoelectron angular distributions®®*10**6,6®'60,6*'62'63’6* for 
MPI gives information about the atomic structure and also tests the theories for 
its description. For photons having an energy less than a few electron volts, the 
transfer of the photon linear momentum can be neglected. In this approximation 
the angular distribution of photoelectrons in one-photon ionization of ground- 
state atoms by linearly polarized light is given by the differential cross section 
for photoionization as6 5 ’6 0 '6 7
=  4 ^ l 1 +  *)l< I 2 -2 6 )
where 0 is the angle between the direction of the outgoing electron and the pho­
ton polarization; P2 =  — 1 ) is the second Legendre polynomial; a  is
the angle integrated (total) photoionization cross section; and 02  ,s *lle angu­
lar distribution parameter which varies depending on the specific process under 
consideration. For unpolarizcd light6®, 6 is the angle between the directions of 
outgoing electron and light propagation, and the parameter 0  is replaced by ~%0 
in "quation (2.26). This equation for the angular distribution reflects the dipole 
character of the interaction between the photon and the atom. For N-photon 
ionization of an atom, a sensitive and important feature of any MPI process is 
the photoelectron angular distribution. For uonresonant frequencies, the angu­
lar distribution is determined by a superposition of these channels with relative 
weights determined by the respective matrix elements and Clebsh-Gordon coef­
ficients. The generalized cross section p(0) can be written as
P(0) -  Vo +  4- P4 cos4 0  +  ■ ■ ■, (2.27)
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where the time-independent coefHcients py depend only on atomic parameters 
and not on laser intensity. The light is linearly polarized and 9 is the angle 
between the polarization vector and the propagation direction or the photoelec­
tron. Regarding p(0) as the probability or ejecting an electron at an angle 9 
with the direction or polarization, the distribution or the direction ot llight or 
photoelectrons can be described as
j „ [ N )  J * )  *
~ m T  =  i ' r  £  P2t p2,{cm t)  (2.28)
> = 0
and
N
A 0) «  $ ^ 0 2 ; ^  (cos 9)* (2.29)
J—0
where N is the number or photons absorbed by each atom, is the total cross 
section Tor N-photon ionization, P2i{coa9) is the Legendre polynomial ot order 2i, 
and 02i is an angular distribution parameter which contains the matrix elements. 
The physical interpretation of this equation is tha t the original system consists 
of the spatially isotropic atom and the incoming photon. Since the interaction 
of the photon and the atom has dipole character, the total system has dtpole 
anisotropy, which is also displayed in the photoelectron angular distribution.
2.4 Energy Level Structure of Alkaline-Earth Atoms
Figure 6  contrasts the differences between xenon and two alkaline-earth 
atoms, as well as the differences in atomic structure between calcium and mag­
nesium. One of the general aims of this dissertation is to emphasize the impor­
tance of the atomic structure on the physics of the atom - strong field interaction.
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Compare the structure of xenon, or any inert gas, to th a t  of an alkaline-earth 
atom. First, and most obvious, is th a t  the ionization potential of both calcium 
and magnesium are approximately half tha t of xenon. Therefore, only moder­
ate laser intensities are needed to study nonresonant ionization. Second, the 
alkaline-earth atoms are well suited for studying the role of electron correlations 
in nonresonant MPI. This is a consequence of low lying threshold levels which 
give rise to a high density of doubly excited states (autoionizing Rydberg series) 
near the first ionization potential. Third, the alkaline-earth atoms will pose a 
much simpler and important model system for future theoretical studies. The 
difference between calcium and magnesium is more subtle but note that the nd 
threshold in calcium is very near threshold while in magnesium it is 9 eV higher. 
In fact, the alkaline-earth atoms can be categorized into two different groups, 
the low Z Mg and Be atoms, and the higher Z, Ca, Sr, and Ba atoms68. In this 
chapter, we review some basic features of the alkaline-earth atoms, with special 
emphasis on calcium and magnesium.
2.4.1 Energy Levels of Calcium Atoms
Calcium is an alkaline-earth element (Z = 2 U) with ground sta te configuration
41 S0 ( l« 2 2s2 2p6 3s2 3p6 4s2).
The energy level diagram, shown in Fig.7, is characteristic of the alkaline-earth 
elements. The kinetic energy of the ejected electron is given in the parentheses 
and the equation number correlates with the path. The ionization threshold 
values for the ground sta te  of the neutral and singly ionized calcium arc 6 . 1 1  and
28
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er Fig. 7. Energy level diagram for calcium showing threshold levels relevant to 
this study. The numbers in parenthesis correlate with the equations 
given in the text. The energies for the threshold levels are referenced 
with respect to the neutral calcium 4s2  ground state.
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11.87 eV, respectively. The lowest-order ionization process for neutral ground- 
state calcium with 532 nm radiation is
C a(4s2) +  Zhu — ► C a+ (4s) +  e(0 .8 8 eK). ( 1 )
Similarly for 1064 nm radiation,
Ca(4s2) +  6  hu  — ► C a+ (4s) +  etO.SSeK). (2)
Sequential ionization results in the creation of doubly ionized calcium by sub­
sequent excitation of the ground state ions created in the first two paths. For
lowest-order ionization with 532 nm radiation,
C a + (4s) +  6 /11/ — * Co 2 + (3p6) +  e(2 .1 1 eF); (3)
while for 1064 nm excitation,
C a + (4s) +  1 1  hi/ — ► C a 2 + (3p6) +  e(0.95eV). (4)
All of the above multiphoton processes are adequately described by (a) a model 
incorporating the transition dynamics for single-electron ionization, that is, with 
each process resulting in a free electron and a ground-state ion and (b) the 
dynamics of the laser pulse.
A sharp deviation from this simple single-electron picture is direct double 
ionization of neutral calcium above the two electron escape limit. The result of 
this will be the simultaneous ejection of two correlated electrons. An 8 -photon 
absorption of 532 nm radiation yields
Ca(4s2) -I- 8/iu — > C a 2 + (3p8) + 2 e(continuous); (5)
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while 1064 nm photon absorption proceeds via
Ctt(4s2) +  16hv — ► C« 2 + (3p®) 4 - 2 e(ccmtmuous). (6 )
The signature for this process will be distinct from path  (1) through (4). First 
and most obvious, the order or nonlinearity is higher for paths (5) and (6 ) than 
for any of the individual sequential processes. Second, instead of discrete electron 
peaks, one would expect to observe a flat continous spectrum from zero energy 
up to the maximum kinetic energy. This maximum kinetic energy is determined 
by tlie excess energy of the N 1*1 photon absorption above the two-electron thresh­
old. The simple physical interpretation is that all combinations for sharing the 
excess energy between the two electrons are equally probable. Furthermore, 
a closer theoretical0 9  examination for single-photon absorption reveals a slight 
preference or cusp in the distribution a t hair the maximum kinetic energy. A 
number of groups2 ,3 4 ,7 0  have looked for explicit evidence for direct ionization 
with no satisfactory results. Although the spectral and angular earmark for this 
process is quite distinct from sequential ionization, practical experimental diffi­
culties a t these intensities render detection of direct ionization difficult because 
of contributions from background electrons.
Above-threshold ionization has been studied extensively in the rare gases 
by various groups7 1  and the results are satisfactorily described in terms of the 
one-electron model. This is particularly due to the fact that in the rare gases 
no multiply excited states exist close to threshold. However for calcium, as 
well as other alkaline-earth atoms, additional photon absorption can result in a 
physical picture quite different from single-etectton ATI. This is a consequence of 
the atomic structure of calcium where doubly-excited sta te  manifolds are found
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close to threshold and represent additional open decay channels. This is seen in 
Fig.7, where the 3d and 4p thresholds lie approximately 1 . 6  and 3.1 eV above 
the 4s limit. In addition, some of the doubly excited states are bound in the 
neutral, i.e., 4p2, 3d2  states. Consequently, there is an enhanced probability 
that the multiphotou process will acquire some double-excitation character and 
possibly lead to an observable branching ratio for direct two-electron ionization. 
Specifically, if an additional fourth 532 nm photon is absorbed in the continuum
the excitation results in three open decay channels:
— ► Co+ (4s) + e(3.21eP) ATI for 0 . 8 8  eV (7)
— ► C a+ (3d) -f e(1.51eF) (8 )
— > Ca+(4p) + e(0.07eF) (9)
Path (7) is an electron decay channel which results in a spectrum simitar to
that observed in the ATI of rare-gas atoms. The kinetic energy of the electron
in path (7) dillers from the electron energy in path (1) by the photon energy
hui. However, path (8 ) and (9) leave the ion in an excited 3d mctastable state
and excited 4p state, respectively. The salient point is that the final state of
the process results in two excited electrons and consequently the single-electron
model breaks down. Likewise, path (1) and (7) would have also evolved with
some probability of two-electron correlation. Thus, we see a clear distinction
could exist between the mechanism responsible for ATI in rare gases and alkaline-
earth atoms. In a similar manner, for 1064 nm excitation the absorption of one
and two additional photons results in
C a( 4 s2) -t- (C +  IMiu 1 * C ° + (4.i) T c[2.ti4eV) ATI for 0 . 8 8  eV ( 1 0 )
G«(4a ’ H l , h "  \  — .  Ca+(3rf) +  t(0.35«V) (11)
and
— ► C a+ (4s) + e(3.21eP) ATI for 0.35 eV (12)
— * C a+ (3d) + e(1.51eP) ATI for 0.35 eV (13)
— * C a+ (4p) f  e(0.07eP) (14)
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The (6 + 1 ) process leads to two open decay channels, 4s and 3d, and the (6 + 2 ) 
process leads to the addition of the 4p decay channel. There are many other 
higher-order processes that could be included in this discussion, e.g., ionization 
of C a+ from an excited initial state. We limit this discussion only to those 
processes that are currently observable with our detection sensitivity but do not 
exclude the others as relevant mechanisms.
2.4.2 Energy Levels of Magnesium Atoms
The ground state configuration of magnesium (Z—1 2 ) is
3l 5 0 ( ls 2 2s2 2p6 3s2).
The energy level diagram is shown in Fig.8 . The ionization threshold values for 
the ground state of the neutral and singly ionized magnesium are 7.64 and 15.04 
eV, respectively. The lowest-order ionization process for neutral ground-state 
magnesium with 532 nm radiation is
Mp(3s2) + 4/ii/ — ► A/ff+ (3s) + e(1.68eK). (1)
Similarity for 1064 mn radiation,
Afff(3s2) + 7hu — ► Afff+ (3s) +  e(0.51«K) (2 )
The doubly ionized magnesium by sequential ionization with 532 nm radiation 
is,
Afff+ (3a) + 7hu — > Afp2 + (2 p6) +  e(1.28eF); (3)
while for 10G4 nm excitation,
Afj;+ (3$) + 13/11/ — - Aiff2 + (2 p6) +  etO.lleK). (4)
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Fig. 8 . Energy level diagram for magnesium showing threshold levels relevant 
to this study. The numbers in parenthesis correlate with the equations 
given in the text. The energies for the threshold levels are referenced 
with respect to the neutral magnesium 3s2  ground state.
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For direct double ionization, a 10-photon absorpton or 632 nm radiation yields, 
M g(3s2) +  1 0 /it/ — > Afp2 + (2 p8) +  2 e[continuous)] (6 )
while 20 photon absorption of 1064 nm  proceeds via
Mg{3s2) +  2U/ii/ — ► M p 2 + (2pfl) +  2e(eonttnuous); (6 )
For magnesium, as well as calcium atoms, additional photon absorption result 
in ATI. For 532 nm radiation the absorption of one or more additional photons 
results in following open decay channels:
Mg{3s2) +  (4 +  1 ) h u  — ► M p+ (3s) +  e(4.01eP) ATI for 1 .6 8 eV (7)
Mg[3a2) +  ( 4  -f 2 ) h u  (  * +  «(l*91eP) (8 )
J +  t f  ^ Afff+(3s) +  e(6.35eV) ATI for 1.68 eV (9)
— » M g+[U)  +  e(0 .0 1 eP) ( 1 0 )
— * M g +{3p) -I- e(4.25eP) ATI for 1.91 eV (11)
— > A i j+ (3s) +  e(8 .6 8 eV) ATI for 1 . 6 8  eV (12)
Path (7), (9), and ( 1 2 ) show above thresholdionization for 3s sta te which differ
from the electron energy in path ( 1 ) by the multiples of the photon energy h u .
Also, additional photon absorption results in excited states. Path (8 ) and (11)
leave the ion in an excited 3p metastable state, and the kinetic energy of the
electron in path ( 1 1 ) differs from the electron energy in path  (8 ) by the photon
energy hu.  Path ( 1 0 ) leaves the ion in an excited 4s state.
In a similar manner, for 1064 11m excitation the absorption of one and more 
additional photons results in
Mg{3s2) 4- (7 +  1 ) h u  — ► M ff+ (3s) + «(1 .6 8 eP) ATI for 0.51eV (13)
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Afff(3a2) +  (7 +  2)hv  — ► M g +{Za) +  e(2.84eK) ATI for 0.51eV (14)
Mg{3a2) +  (7 + 3 )h i /— ► A/ff+ (3a) +  e(4.01eV) ATI for 0.51eV (15)
Afo(3«2) +  f7 + 4)hu [ M 9+J * p) +  «(0.75«lr) (16)
9\ ' +  ( + f \  — , JWff+(3a) +  e(5.17eK) ATI for 0.51 eV (17)
Since 3p and 4a thresholds lie approximately 4.4 and 8.7 eV above the 3a limit,
the (7+1) process through (7+3) process leads only to ATI for 3s, The 3p excited
decay channel starts to appear in the (7+4) process. Therefore, the ATI peaks
will be dominant for Mg with 10G4 nm radiation which is different to calcium
atom. Another difference between Ca and Mg for our experimental situation is
tha t the bound 3s5d intermediate state in Mg is near resonance with our photon
energy. This intermediate state may act as a resonance with 1064 nm radiation.
2.5 Correlations of Two Excited Electrons
In case of alkaline-earth atoms, there are two valence electrons. These elec­
trons may be simultaneously excited in the strong laser field and consequently 
manifest some degree of electron correlation. The correlation of two excited 
electrons can be expressed as Hamiltonian:
u  =  _ V? -  V | +  V (r,) +  V (r2) +  — , (2.30)
r12
where r j  and r 2  are the radial positions of the two electrons and r \2 is their
separation. V(r^) = — (2/*+) and V{r2) =  — (2 /r2) for a C a + or M g ^  ion, and
for r i  < r2.
2
H  =  - V ]  -  V |  -  1  -  1  +  (2.31)
r i  r i  M rt
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If we ignore the higher order term, the solution separates into a product of two 
single-particle wavefunctions. In this approximation, the wavefunction for the 
linal doubly excited state nltiU* is
0 (nlnV) =  (2.32)
where n  and n f are the principal quantum numbers for inner electron, and / and 
I* are the orbital angular momentum quantum numbers. Here, the configuration 
interaction is allowed only by including higher order terms. Therefore, the inter­
action of an electron with any single one is very weak as long as the electrons are 
constrained to closed shells. However, when both electrons are excited outside 
the valence shell, the interaction between the two electrons has a major influ­
ence. Also, a pair or electrons in the field of an ionic core belongs to an open 
shell even in its states of lowest energy. This pair displays significant correlations 
even while it remains in the ground state shell7®. Electron correlations play an 
important role in determining the structure of doubly excited states, and this 
effect is especially strong in alkaline-earth atoms.
In case of calcium with a 4s2 ground state, it has 4p orbitals available for 
excitation within the valence shell as well as 3d orbitals. Photocxcitation of a 
calcium atom 0 8  thus leads not only to the normal excitation dsu'p or to ionized 
states 4sep but also to doubly excited states 4prtfs, 4pes, 4pn,d, 4ped, 3drPp, and 
3dep configurations which are extensively mixed by correlations. Since the 3d4p 
level (4.44 eV) of calcium lies well below the C a + ion threshold (G.ll eV), the 
strong electron correlation with equal amplitudes of 4snp and 3dup effectively 
embeds the 3d4p level into a sequence of 4snp levels, distributing its strong 
intensity among many other lines73. Therefore, the influence of doubly excited
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states of Ca following multiphoton excitation may appear in the electron energy 
spectrum. A clear signiture could be the existance of electron peaks tha t decay 
to the 3d and 4p excited levels of Ca+ ton. The 3d and 4p excited states will 
appear in our spectra at 1.51 eV and 0.07 eV with 532 nm excitation, and 0.35 
eV and 0.07 eV with 1004 nm excitation.
The spectrum of magnesium is a little different from tha t of calcium. The 
main difference between Mg and Ca lies in the replacement of the excited (n —
1 )depl i*° channel by a higher energy channel ndes^P0. For magnesium, the 
*P° potential curve leading to the M g +{3d) threshold is highly excited. Even 
the l P°  curve leading to the A4g+ (3p) lies further up from the potential curve 
leading to A4g+ (3s). Correlation elFects are thus less apparent in the spectrum of 
magnesium than they are in calcium. On the other hand, the 1 P°  autoionization 
spectrum of magnesium shows strong electron correlations. In the electron energy 
spectrum or magnesium, the doubly excited state 3p will appear a t  1.91 eV and 
0.75 eV with 532 nm and 1004 nm, respectively. The common feature of these 
alkaline-earth atoms is the strong correlation of the excited electrons thereby 
requiring small energy to release two electrons from the shell. Therefore, only 
moderate laser intensity (~  lU ^IV /cm 2) is necessary to  study the correlation of 
the excited electrons of Ca or Mg atoms.
3. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
In this work we have studied nonresonant multiphoton ionization in an intense 
long wavelength laser held. A block diagram of the experimental apparatus 
is illustrated in Fig.9. Neutral atoms, continuously produced in an evacuated 
oven, are excited and ionized by optical pulses of short duration from a NdtYAG 
laser. The laser and atomic beams intersect at right angles in the high vacuum 
chamber. Either electrons ejected from the atom or ions created in the process 
are analysed with a tiine-of-flight (TOF) spectrometer. The arrival times of the 
electrons or ions to our detector are recorded by a 2 0 0  MIIz transient recorder 
and subsequently stored in a PDP 11/73 computer. The data is analyzed for 
electron energies and fragment mass-to-chargc ratio, intensity dependence, and 
angular distributions of electrons. The laser is operated a t the same constant 
energy output and the power is externally attenuated. A KL)P nonlinear crystal 
is used when the second harmonic radiation a t 532 ntn is employed. For the 
intensity studies, the polarization of the laser is parallel to the direction of TOF 
spectrometer. For angular distribution studies, the polarization of the laser is 
rotated by means of a half-wave plate. Some part of the laser beam is rellected 
by a beam splitter to a photodiode and this analogue signal from photodiode is 
used to trigger the transient recorder and provide a constant monitor of the laser 
power,
3.1 The Laser and the Optical System 
Since the basic principle of this experiment is to understand the interaction
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Fig. 9. Block diagram of the apparatus, described in text. The power attenu­
ator consists of a half-wave plate, W l,  and polarizer, P. The harmonic 
generator, SHG, is used only in the 532nm studies. The polarization 
of the laser is rotated by means of a half-wave plate, W 2 . A beam 
splitter, BS, reflects part of the laser beam to a photodiode, PD. The 
analog signal from PD is used to trigger the transient recorder and 
provide a constant monitor of the laser energy. The laser and atomic 
beams intersect a t right angles and is only shown in the figure as 
colliucar for illustrative convenience.
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between a  beam of laser light and atoms, a critical concern in this experiment is 
the control and knowledge of the laser. The important parameters for the laser 
are the mode structure, interaction volume, and intensity distribution, and these 
should be kept constant during the experiment in order to get meaningful data. 
We use a Nd:YAG (yttrium aluminum garnet) laser. The oscillator consists of a 
Nd doped YAG crystal rod 120 mm long and 7.0 mm in diameter which is pumped 
by two flash lamps. The laser is Q-switched by a Pockels cell - quarter wave plate 
arrangement. The oscillator output consists of a  500 mJ pulse of 1064 nm light 
with a duration 1 0  ns (FWHM). After a 0.5 m path, the laser pulse is amplified 
to an energy of 1.5 J by an additional 120 mm lung, 9 rum diameter Nd:YAG 
rod. The laser radiation output is linearly polarized. The laser wavelength 
is centered at 1004 nm, which corresponds to a frequency of 9398.5cm” 1. The 
second harmonic at 532 urn (18797cm- 1 ) is generated when needed by using a 
KDP crystal with a conversion efficiency of 35 %. The light has linear polarization 
parallel to the axis of the electron spectrometer. We shielded all cables and the 
YAG laser in a ItF (radio frequency) Isolated, grounded enclosure to minimize 
RF interferences.
The mode structure or the YAG laser depends upon the details of the opti­
cal resonator and nonlinear effects of the cavity material. In the Nd:YAG laser, 
thermal leasing is known to have a significant effect on the mode quality of the 
output. Thermal leasing is a self focussing effect caused by the nonlocal char­
acter of the uonlinearity which results from thermoconductivity. It leads to a 
different rate of held enhancement in the focus, and causes spherical aberration 
for a Gaussian beam. Since the thermal tensing is controlled by the accumulated
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energy, we must operate the laser a t constant thermal load in order to keep the 
mode structure constant. When we need to change the laser intensity we a t­
tenuate the fixed energy output or the laser with external optics consisting of 
a half-wave plate followed by a Urewster angle polarizer. Rotation of the laser 
polarization with respect to the detector is accomplished with a half-wave plate. 
The retardation plates are aligned using independent checks to minimize any 
asymmetries caused by imperfect optics. After manipulating the intensity and 
polarization, the laser pulse is focussed into a vacuum chamber by a lOOinm fo­
cal length lens. We measured the focus of our 1 0 0  imn focal length lens in order 
to understand the energy distribution at the focal waist. The highly nonlinear 
physical process of Ml11 dictates a precise knowledge of the laser intensity in the 
focus. The measurement of the laser profile in the focus for the YAG funda­
mental (1064 inn) and second harmonic (532 nm) wavelengths is accomplished 
by imaging techniques (lrig. 1 0 ). The focus is imaged with a lens and the image 
positioned in the far field. The magnification of the lens is calculated with the 
help of geometrical optics. A slit is moved through the magnified locus and the 
transmitted beam energy is measured as a function of its position. The derivative 
of the curve yields the information about the spatial beam profile. The width 
which corresponds to the of the maximum intensity is measured as the di­
ameter of the focus. For the 1064 nm laser beam, the diameter of the focus is 
measured to be 50 d: 5/xm. The maximum pulse energy F at which spectra are 
taken is 1500 mJ, corresponding to an average intensity 1 in the locus
*”'ax =  (n/4)d*i ~  1 X 10i3|^ / cm2- t3*1)
For the 532 11111 laser beam, the diameter of the focus is 25 ±  3pm and the
lens a lens b mier photodiode
movable knife edge
oscilloscope
Fig, 10. Imaging technique for measuring the laser profile. The diameter of a 
laser focal point with lens a is d/m where m is the magnification ratio
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maximum intensity taken a t 4U 0 m J  is a g a i n  1 X It) * 3  W /cm 2. Our absolute 
intensity is known with an accuracy or 30% since the diameter of the focus has 
an error of 1 0 % . The laser energy is constantly monitored during a data  run and 
the shot-to-shot fluctuations are kept to ±1%. We align the YAG laser focussing 
lens for very carefully with He-Ne laser. First, the Ile-Ne laser is aligned to 
counter-propagate with the YAG laser beam. Next, the Ile-Ne laser beam is 
allowed to pass through the center of the holes on the ft — metal  shield of the 
electron spectrometer. Two apertures are placed outside the chamber so that 
they are on line with the two holes on the ft — metal shield. After tha t, we place 
the 1 0 0  nun focal length lens on the side of incoming laser beam. The focal 
point is aligned to lie a t center of the electron spectrometer. The incoming and 
outgoing laser beams are carefully guided through the holes on the ft — metal 
shield to avoid any scattering effects. The lens is oriented so that it has maximum 
intensity at focal point by observing the threshold value for air breakdown.
3.2 Vacuum System
The vacuum is a differentially pumped atomic beam apparatus. The atomic 
source chamber has an effusive oven and is evacuated by a l iq u id -^ - trap p ed  6 - 
inch diffusion pump. The cold trap provides sufficient protection against diffusion 
pump oil backstreaming. The source chamber achieves an ultimate pressure of
  A
1 U torr. A 1 mm skimmer separates the source chamber from the interaction- 
region chamber. The interaction region is surrounded by a 3-inch cylindrical 
conetic magnetic shield which also provides shielding for the drift region of the 
electron spectrometer. The laser and atomic beams intersect at right angles in
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the shielded region via four axial holes in the shield, Located outside the shielded 
region is a similar 6 -inch diffusion pump system to handle the load of the atomic 
beam. This region of the chamber is maintained a t 10“ ® torr. In order to further 
reduce the pressure in the interaction region, a 360 I f  ate turboinolecular pump 
independently evacuates the inner volume of the cylindrical shield. This method 
achieves a pressure in the interaction region of 1 0 - ** torr. This is especially crucial 
since all the experiments are performed using low atomic-beam densities in order 
to minimize any effects caused by space charge and uncontrolled background of 
ions and electrons.
The experiments were done in a thermal atomic beam produced in the ap­
paratus depicted in F ig .l l .  Chemical grade magnesium or calcium is placed in 
a molybdenum crucible which sits in a ceramic oven. The crucible is evacuated 
to 1 0 ~® torr and baked 72 hours before doing the experiment. For the experi­
ment, the crucible is heated with tungsten heating filaments which are powered 
by line voltage controlled by a variac. The oven is operated at 4(J0 to 450°C for 
magnesium and 500 to 550°C for calcium. The vapor pressures of magnesium 
and calcium deduced from the vapor-pressure tables are about 1 0 - 5  torr. Using 
the equation of state of an ideal gas P V  — gAfmu2, we get an atomic number 
density of 1.3 x 101 7m ~ 3  in the oven, and 6  x 10l5 m - 3  a t the interaction region 
40cm downstream from the oven. The volume of the laser at the focal point 
is 5 x 10” ^ m 3 Tor 1004 11111 radiation and 6  x 10~1 5 rn3  for 532 nm radiation. 
Assuming tha t all the atoms are ionized, the total number or ions produced at 
the focal point is 100/shot for 1064 nm and 15/shot for 532 nm radiation. The 
skimmer in front of the oven serves to collimate the beam so tha t it interacts
MCP
Electron
Energy
Analyzer
Skimmer LensOven <« * •'
Filler or 
Mono. PMT
Laser interaction 
region
MCP
Fig. 11. Schematic representation of atomic beam apparatus.
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with the laser beam.
3.3 Time of Flight Spectrometer
The time-of-llight (TOF) spectrometer is a  31.6 cm long, field free volume 
with an electron detector a t the end. When electrons are ejected after a mul­
tiphoton process they dilfuse freely out of the interaction volume with energies 
from a fraction of eV to a few tens of eV. The energy spectrum can be determined 
by measuring the arrival time of electron with respect to the initial laser pulse 
over a known flight length. Also, when the direction of the light held polariza­
tion is scanned, the angular distribution is obtained. In experiments on MP1 of 
atoms, an intense pulse of laser is focussed onto a very small region of an atomic 
beam. The kinetic energy of the emitted electron is characterized by its mass m e 
and velocity t; by the simple relationship,
E  =  \ m t v2
\  , 2  (32)
=  2 W^
where I is the length of the TOF tube and t is the flight time for the electron to 
reach the detector. Therefore, the flight time becomes
t = l y / m t / i E
=
V 2  _  (3 .3 )
=  1.69 x 1 0 ~8 l ( c m ) / \ /e[eV)  (sec)
=  16.91 (c m )fy / t { e V )  (nsec)
The error associated with the uncertainties in the spectrometer is
/A J ? \  f , 2 A t , 2  . , 2 A I, 2 i£
V E  / TOF <— ) + <— n  - ( 3 '4 )
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where At is the time resolution of the apparatus and A / is the electron flight 
path uncertainty.
Our time-of-flight (TOF) spectrometer consists of a  2.5 cm diameter, 31.5 cm 
long, magnetically shielded copper Faraday cage. A thin molybdenum circular 
plate with a 5nmi-diain hole bored at its center is placed a t the beginning of the 
flight tube and acts as the entrance aperture of the spectrometer with the accep­
tance angle 3°. This plate provides both a defining aperture for the spectrometer 
which minimizes stray background counts and a means of providing further dif­
ferential pumping of the TOF spectrometer with a 55l / sec  turboinotecular pump. 
The interaction region and TOF electron analyzer are shielded from stray elec­
tric and magnetic fields with p  — metal. In the present experiment, electrons of 
energy 0 — lUcF formed in MPl were collected with this spectrometer. Since 
the diameter of the focus is 25pm, the uncertainty in the electron flight path is 
A I =  2.5 x 10~3f, The pulse length of the laser is 10 ns, time discrimination of 
the transient digitizer is 5 ns, and the total time resolution is 15 ns. For these 
parameters, the flight time of the electron for 0.5 — htV  is
(16.01(31.5) t = -  =  240 -  760ns,
v/0.5 -  5.0
(3.5)
(3.6)
and the uncertainty of the energy is
=  0.4% -  1.3%
and the main uncertainty is determined by the flight time. The energy resolution 
is 16 meV at 0.5 eV and 65 meV at 5 eV. Our resolution is approximately a fac­
tor of two worse than this result. This is probably a consequence of stray fields
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and varying contact potentials. Appreciable space charge distribution results in 
the broadening of the spectrum via a Coulomb repulsion. Consequently, space 
charge broadening is also a factor which can degradate the resolution. This can 
easily be avoided by operating at low atomic beam density or laser intensity. We 
reduced this systematically by varying the atomic beam density until no spec­
tral broadening was observed in the electron energy spectrum. For our intensity 
studies, we varied the laser intensity and maintained the atomic beam density 
low enough to avoid space charge effect a t high intensity regime. For angular 
distribution measurements, the laser intensity was kept constant and at a value 
less than the saturation intensity. Another factor which degrades the resolution 
and electron energy spectrum shift is the deposition of alkaline-earth atoms on 
the spectrometer. Since alkaline-earth atoms are chemically reactive, the atoms 
condense on cold surface with time. We tried to minimize the scattering by 
trapping stray alkaline-earth atoms with a liquid nitrogen cold trap close to the 
interaction region. However, some of them will scatter and stick to electron spec­
trometer and cause time dependent energy shifts via varying contact potentials. 
In order to get reliable data, we disassembled the spectrometer and cleaned it 
throughly with methanol after a 24 hour data collection period. The inside of the 
flight tube and the molybdenum plate which is at the end or the spectrometer 
are sprayed with acrodag. Aerodag is a dry-film lubricant of specially processed 
micro-sized graphite in isopropyl alcohol. While applying the aerodag we heat 
up the flight tube in order to yield a uniform Him of acrodag on the surface. 
Aerodag improved the resolution of spectrometer by reducing patch ellect which 
is caused by the differences in contact material potentials. In order to verify
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the calibration of the electron Bpectrometer, we have calibrated the spectrometer 
with xenon. We measured electron energy spectrum of xenon and compared with 
the previously reported values for each of the peaks. For calibration, we observed 
P \ j2 aI»d P${2 peaks of xenon which are at 0.54 eV and 1.85 eV with 532 nm 
excitation, and 0.54 eV and 0.68 eV with 1064 nm excitation, respectively.
The time-or-flight spectrometer has also been used in analysing the created 
ions. The ions are extracted and repelled by a D.C. electric field through a  hole, 
and fall on a detector. The basic equation for the motion or ions is
<3*7)
The flight time for the M g + and ions are
‘M»+ "  \ f 2 q E X ~  ' J i - l - E  * ’ (3-8)
and
I 24 1
=  V 2 ~ 2 ~ E *  =  j 2 thi9*'  ^
Therefore, we can find out a mass spectrum of multiply charged ions from singly 
charged ions by measuring the relative time of arrival.
3.4 Electron and Ion Detection System
A modified dual inicrochannel plate (MCP) detector(Fig.l2) is used to detect 
photoelectrons or positive ions. MicroChannel plates have direct sensitivity to 
charged particles and energetic photons. In our detector, the plates are separated 
by 80pm and individually operated at gains in the 10* range. The bias voltage is
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Fig. 12. Dual multichannel plate detector: (a) electron detector and (b) ion
detector.
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kept a t 2.2 kV and the ou tput electrons are accelerated by 200 V to a collecting 
plate. Three thousandth of an inch thick mylar is inserted between Hat gold 
deposited plate and a 5U11 impedance matched aluminum conical anode. This 
scheme results in capacitivety decoupling the output from the high voltage while 
maintaining good temporal response. Also, XMi l  — l p f  high frequency filters 
are added to all high voltage lines to remove ringing in the output. An output 
pulse at 1U7 gain develops about 100 inV Bignal across a 5011 load. The detector 
at the end of the drift tube provides an angular resolution of 2 x 10~3sr with 
respect to the source. The signal is fed to a 200 MHz amplifier and then into a 
200 MIlz discriminator. Care is taken to ensure that no pulse pile-up occurs and 
that the statistics are representative of single-electron counts. The discriminated 
output is then Ted into a 200 MIlz transient recorder. The transient recorder 
is interfaced to a PUP 11/73 computer via a CAMAC acquisition system. The 
electron spectrum is recorded for every laser shot. The maximum total ion yield 
per laser shot is limited to 50 - 100 ions. This reduces approximately to one 
electron count per shot detected through the spectrometer’s acceptance angle 
when the laser’s polarization is parallel to the detector’s axis.
3.5 Data Acquisition and Analysis
Our data  set consists of measuring the time of arrival for electrons or ions 
created from the reaction between the laser light and atoms. The data  typically 
consist of several runs of 10* laser pulses each. We collected data  Tor an equal 
number of laser shots a t fixed laser intensity and polarization direction. A back­
ground data set is collected over a similar period with no atomic sample present.
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We subtract the background from the signal to remove any residual gas signal 
and digitizer noise. The time based data  is transformed into energy based data  
using computer analysis program (see Appendix 6.1). In this program temporal 
da ta  is integrated over energy intervals. We perform consistency checks to look 
for systematic errors by randomly varying the initial guesses for the parameters. 
From equation (3.3), the Might time of an electron with kinetic energy e is given 
by
t = 16.91 (cm) /  y /  €(eVr j (nsec). (3.10)
First, we convert the T O F  raw data  to an energy spectrum. We set the integra­
tion bin size to 30 meV and numeratly normalized the N1M (Nuclear Instrument 
Module) pulse amplitude to a one electron count.
time =  xinc * [ i - I ) - t o f f ,  (3.11)
i yli)  — baseline ,
( 3 1 2 )
where toff is the t — 0 or the time of the laser pulse, and baseline is calculated by
taking the average of the last 30 data  points. We integrate the energy spectrum
using,
x(nplot +  1 +  i) =  ((16.9 * length) jx{i))  * *2, (3.13)
where i is from 1 to nplot/2  and nplot is the number of data  points.
We (it the resultant intensity depended data  to a power law for the linear por­
tion of a log-log plot, using a nonlinear least squares adjustment (see Appendix 
6.2). The linearity is achieved by converting our data to a logarithm using,
(3.14)
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y(i) =  a/oyio(y(»))* (3*15)
We perform a least square fit to a straight line of the form, y =  a +  6z, and
obtain the fit to the slope. The saturation intensity is obtained by measuring the
intersect between two lines before and after the turning point, and calculated an 
x-axis as a saturation intensity by solving two equations,
y =  a i +  6iz, (3.16)
y =  ftj +  (3.17)
The goodness-of-fit criterion74 x 2 '*
X2 =  E ( ^ )  =  -  a -  6*i)2|, (3.18)
°i o f
where a , is the standard deviation.
The angular distribution measurement follows a similar procedure except the 
polarization direction is changed for each data  set. We measured the distribution 
at 6° steps, spanning from 0° to 180° range of the polarization angle. The 
resulting data is fit with a Legendre polynomial of the form,
w
y =  a0P0 +  u iF i(x )  +  • ■ =  I3*19)
L=0
where x  =  cosO, with the recursion relationship,
m * ) =  lL m L - l ) x P L. i ( x ) ~ ( L - \ ) P L_ 2(x)\. (3.20)
The deviation of x 2 becomes
=  I ; ( M )  =  E| ^ (y _  v(x;))2J. (3.21)
°i o f
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We can express the determining equations74 as a  set of (n-fl)  equations for the 
method of least squares which minimize x 2-
3^  -  V(* .)|2 =  =  0- (3.22)
The solution of these equations yields the values for the coeflicients ay for which
a
X is a minimum (see Appendix 6.3).
4. NON RESONANT MULTIPHOTON 
IONIZATION OF ALKALINE-EARTH ATOMS
4.1 Calcium
4.1.1 Electron Energy Spectrum
The electron energy spectrum of calcium with 632 nm excitation at an  in­
tensity of 1.7 x 1012iy /e m 2 is shown in Fig.13. The laser polarization direction 
is along the axis of detection. Clearly, the most dominant peak in the electron 
spectrum is the three-photon ionization of the 4s2 ground sta te  of Ca via path 
(1) (refer to section 2.4,1). Also evident is a peak at an electron energy of 2.11 eV 
which can be unambiguously assigned to the 6-photon ionization of the C a+ ion 
via path  (3). The mass spectrum shown in Fig. 14 verifies the presence of both 
singly and doubly ionized calcium at this intensity. Consequently, the results 
demonstrated tha t sequential ionization is the predominant mechanism for the 
production of the observed ion distributions in Ca. This result is consistent with 
observations made in other alkaline-earth atoms32,34. However, this conclusion 
does not presume that the transition dynamics are restricted to an independent- 
clcctron description, ilcfering to Fig. 13(b), we also observe peaks corresponding 
to the absorption of additional photons producing electrons with energies of 3.21 
eV (/ii^-( 0.88eF) via path (7) and 4.44 eV [hv + 2.1leV)  for the C a 2+(3p6) final 
state. Moreover, the absorption of additional photons also opens new electron
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Fig. 13. The electron spectrum of calcium resulting from 532rtm excitation.
The intensity is 1.7 x 1012lV/cm2 and the light is polarized along the 
detector axis. The lower figure is expanded by a factor of 40 in the 
y-axis.
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Fig. 14. The time-of-fight mass spectrum of calcium resulting from (a) 532nm 
and (b) 1.06/im radiation. The intensities for (a) and (b) are 7.0 x 
10l l 1V/cm2 and 7.5 x lO ^W /cm 2, respectively.
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decay channels. Closer examination of the electron spectrum in Fig. 13(b) reveals 
the presence of a peak at 1.51 eV which is attributable to the C a + ion being 
left in the 3d excited sta te via path (8). Since one electron is emitted and the 
other electron is in the excited state, the peak at 1.51 eV immediately shows two 
electron excitation. Consequently, the MFI of Ca proceeds with some probability 
For two electron or double excitation. Furthermore, electron peaks at 0.07 and 
2.40 eV (his +  0.07eF) are teuatively assigned to the (3+1) photon ionization 
via path (9) and the (3+2) ionization, respectively. Each of them results in a 
C a + ion being left in a 4p excited state. Our inability to reproduce reliably the 
relative intensity of the U.U7 eV peak makes this assignment somewhat tentative. 
We believe tha t the source of this problem lies in the transmission characteris­
tics of our spectrometer for electrons with energies below 100 meV. However, the 
observation of the second electron peak in the series with an energy of 2.4 eV 
(hts + 0.07e+) lends some credence to this assignment. It is worth remembering 
that the measured relative intensities of the peaks are not necessarily represen­
tative of the electron-decay branching ratios since our spectrometer views only 
a small solid angle. This is especially true for the double excitation channels 
where the angular anisotropy could be quite complex. Future plans include the 
addition of a 2n electron spectrometer to increase the electron transmission and 
provide more precise branching ratios.
Fig.15 shows an etcctron-energy spectrum of calcium resulting from excita­
tion with 10G4 nm photons a t an intensity of 3.4 x 1012fF /em 2. A number of 
higher-order peaks are observed in this spectrum but again the dominant peak 
has an energy of 0.88 eV. This peak is observed to be the major feature a t all
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Fig. 15. Electron spectrum of calcium resulting from 1.06pm excitation. The 
intensity is 3.4 x 1012 W /cm 2 and the light is polarized along the de­
tector axis, (b) is expanded by a factor of 16 in the y-axis.
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intensities. Unfortunately, a t intensities exceeding 10*1 W /cm 2, a problem exists 
at this wavelength in the absolute interpretation of this peak and its subsequent 
ATI peaks. This problem is a consequence of the near degeneracy of the elec­
tron energies of 0.88 and 0.95 eV, respectively, which are unresolvable with our 
spectrometer. Obviously the same ambiguity persists for the ATI peaks with 
electron energies a t 2.04 eV ( hu  + 0.88eF), 3.21eV ( 2 h v  +  0.88eF), and 4,36 eV 
(3/tt/ +  0.88eV). However, a t low intensities, I  <  1011 W /cm 2, the spectrum is 
seen to consist of a strong peak at 0.88 eV which is unambiguously assignable 
to path (2) and its associated ATI peak a t 2,04 eV via path (10) (refer to sec­
tion 2.4.1). At these low intensities the mass spectrum verifies tha t only singly 
ionized calcium is present. Uut as the intensity is raised above 1011 W /cm 2, the 
mass spectrum shows that the formation of C a 2+ is significant. Likewise, the 
peaks in the electron spectrum at 0.88 and 2.04 eV broaden and are probably 
showing the effects due to contributions from the path (4) series. Also, a t these 
intensities the higher ATI peaks at 3.34 eV (S=2) and 4.44 eV (S—3) s ta rt be­
coming evident. Here S represents the number of additional photons absorbed 
in the continuum. Presumably, these higher-order processes are a major conse­
quence of path  (4) and not of path (2). This would be consistent with higher- 
order ATI peaks being observed in higher-order ionization processes. Again the 
main focus of attention in Fig. 15(b) is the electron peaks at energies of 0.35, 
1.23, 1.51, and 2.68 eV. The assignment of all these peaks characterizes the final 
state of the ion as excited, that is either a 3d or a 4p state. The 3d series is 
C a + (4s2) + (6 + 5 ) hi/ -  —* C a + (3d) +  e, where the electron energies at 0.35, 
1.51, and 2.68 eV correspond to S = l,2 ,  and 3, respectively. Likewise, the peak
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at 1.23 eV corresponds to the ion being left in the 4p state following a  (6+3) 
photon absorption with S=3. The lowest energy electron from path (14) a t 0.07 
eV is dillicult to observe in the electron spectrum at 1064 nm. The difficulty in 
detecting this peak may be twofold. First, the transmission problems associated 
with our spectrometer, as discussed above. Second, with 1064 nm radiation and 
intensities exceeding 10l l VVr/cm 2, suppression of the lowest energy peak by the 
pondcrmotive potential may become significant. An intensity of 3 x 10^ IV /em 2 
produces a pondcrmotive potential of 0.03 eV which is becoming comparable to 
the electron kinetic energy. However, the experimental evidence a t 1064 nm, 
which has a higher order of nonlinearity than at 532 mn, still shows that doubly 
excited states are playing a role in the multiphoton process. Even though nei­
ther excitation scheme results in any detectable amounts of direct ionization, it 
also does not exclude the possibility that direct ionization could occur under the 
appropriate circumstances.
4.1.2 Intensity Effects
We experimentally investigated the dependence of the numbers of electrons 
on the laser intensity. At low intensity, minimum-order perturbation theory 
predicts tha t for an N-photon process the number of counts should scale as 
1 ^ .  The experimental results for the rapid intensity dependence of the signal 
for 532 mn and 1004 mu excitation is illustrated in the logarithmic coordinates 
of Figs.16(a) and 16(b), respectively. The points in Fig.16(a) are measured by 
integrating the area under the electron peak for the singly ionized 0.88 eV channel 
[path (l)j and the doubly ionized 2.11 eV channel [path (3)j (refer to section
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Fig. 16. Log-log plots of signal versus laser intensity for (a) 532 nm and (b) 
1064 nm radiation.
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2.4.1). These results were also separately verified by monitoring the total ton 
signal with a mass spectrometer as a  function of intensity a t 532 nm. A least- 
squares fit of the experimental d a ta  to a power law for the linear portion of the 
log-log plot for the U.88 eV channels yields a  slope of 2.9 ±  0.2 and a saturation 
intensity, Iat of 5 x 1010iy /cn i2. This result is consistent with the 3-photon 
ionization of calcium. The dependence beyond the Ja value is a consequence of the 
expanding focal volume75 as the intensity is increased. The interaction volume 
increases as the laser intensity is raised beyond the saturation intensity and 
consequently more atoms contribute to the ionization signal. Thus the number 
of electrons slightly increases beyond the saturation intensity. Similarly, the 2.11 
eV channel yields a slope or 6.2 ±  0.4 and Ia — 1.2 x lO ^ IF /c m 2, which is in 
agreement with perturbation scaling laws with 6-photon ionization.
The intensity dependence of the total ion yield for the two charge states for 
1U64 mn excitation is shown in Fig.16(b). Due to the degeneracy of the electron 
energies for path (2) and (4) as discussed above, only the 6-photon process could 
be verified by monitoring the 0.88 eV channel at I9 < 1.1 x lO ^ tF /c m 2. At these 
low intensities the ambiguity is removed from the electron spectrum since there is 
no appreciable yield of the C a2+ ion. The analysis of the total C a + ion yield and 
the 0.88 eV electron channel gives a slope of 5.7 ±0.4  and I a = 7.0 x 1010lV/cm2, 
while analysis of the total C a2+ ion signal yields a slope of 10 ±  1.5 and an 
Ia = 2.0 x 10** tV/cm2. The slopes here are in good agreement with lowest order 
perturbation theory and a model consistent with sequential ionization.
Assuming that known scaling laws41 are valid, the results reported here are in 
disagreement with the earlier work of Agostini and Petite'12 on the multiphoton
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ionization of Ca. Their experiment differs in tha t the pulse duration of their laser 
was 50 psec, as opposed to 10 nsec pulses used in this study. Assuming tha t the 
saturation intensity is defined as the point a t which the atomic population has 
been reduced to e-1 of its initial value, one obtains a simple expression for the 
iV1^1 photon process^*:
(4 1 j
where a  is the generalized absorption cross section in units of cm2^ s e c ^ ~ 1 and r 
is the pulse duration. Obviously, 19 increases with decreasing pulse duration and 
becomes less sensitive to changes in a and r  as the order of nonlinearity becomes 
large. Using this model to compare the results from excitation with a 10 nsec and 
50 psec 1064 inn pulse gives a ratio of / a(50psec)//3(10nsec) equal to 2.4 and 1.6 
for a 6- and il-pholou process, respectively. Table 1 gives the saturation intensity 
of this work and those estimated from Ref.32 and the ratio of the two results. 
The measured ratio for the 6-photon ionization of Ca is approximately equal 
to 10,which differs from the factor of 2.4 predicted by Eq.(4.1). Likewise, the 
11-photon ionization of C a + ion gives an experimental ratio of 4.5 as compared 
to 1,6 as given by Eq.(4.l). Therefore, the real saturation intensity for shorter 
pulse width is about 3 - 4  times higher than theoretical value.
The ratio between 3- and 4-photon process for neutral Ca electron yield is 
=  0.003. Likewise, the ratio between 6- and 7-photon process for C a +
 | j
ion is measured sis ~  0.043. The ratio resulting from these two ratios
1 ~ 1
is = h j /c a ^  ' (5-bj =  U.G9. Therefore, ATI process occurs more easily for
higher nonlincarity. For 1064 nin radiation, the electron energies for ionization 
Ca and C a+ are 0.88 eV and 0.95 eV, respectively, however we cannot resolve
Table 1. Order of Nonlincarity and Saturation Intensities for Calcium.
532-n.m 1.06-jim Ref. 32 *>32-nm
N I s ^ W jc m 1 N IS , W / c m 2 Exp. Eq. (4.1)
C a+
C a2+
2.9 ±  0.2 
6.2 ±  0.4
5.0 X 101Q 
1.2 x I012
5.7 ±  0.4 
10 ±  1.5
7 x 1010 
2 x 1011
8 -  9 X 1011 
1 -  .9 x 1012
10
4.5
2.4
1.6
en
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them with our spectrometer.
4.1.3 Angular Distributions
Studies on angular distributions of photoelectrons for multiphoton ionization 
provide valuable insight into the nature of the atomic transition and useful mea­
surements for comparison with theory. However, as pointed out by Ducksbaum
71 1et a / / 1’1, at these intensities care must be taken in interpreting the origin of the 
observed angular distributions as purely atomic in nature. The scattering of the 
atomic electron distributions by the ponderomotive potential can severely alter 
the detected distribution. This is especially true for low-energy electrons and at 
long wavelengths since the ponderomotive potential is proportional
to w~2. Similar scattering elfects can be caused by appreciable space charge 
distributions. For our experiments we kept the atomic density low, and used 
the laser intensity below the saturation intensity to minimize any such elTects 
and the angular distributions should be only representative or the multiphoton 
transition.
The electron angular distributions for the singly ionized 0.88 eV channel and 
the 2,11 eV doubly ionized channel resulting from 532 nin excitation are shown in 
Fig. 17. The angle in Fig. 17 is measured between the polarization of the light and 
the direction of the detector. Due to the degeneracy in energy of the different 
electron channels at high intensity for 1064 nm radiation, it was impossible to 
derive a meaningful result for any angular distributions except the 0.88 eV chan­
nel a t low intensity. All the angular distribution studies were performed using 
linearly polarized light. The electron distributions were recorded by detecting
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Fig. 17. Electron angular distributions for calcium at 532 nm excitation. The 
open circles are the experimental data  points and the solid lines are 
the results of the lit to the equation of angular distribution. The plots 
are (a) 0.88 eV channel and (b) 2.11 eV channel.
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electrons normal to the laser propagation direction and by rotating the polariza­
tion with respect to the detector axis. The azimuthal angle $ was varied over 2jt 
to facilitate the detection of any asymmetries caused by imperfect alignment of 
optics. The points in Fig. 17 are the normalized results of the experiments. The 
most apparent difference in the shape of the distributions exists between the U.88 
eV channel at 532 tun and 2.11 eV channel at 532 nm. The last process is the 
result of a 6-photon absorption while the first is a 3-photon absorption. Conse­
quently, the 6-photon process, Fig. 17(b), results in angular distributions which 
are highly peaked along the polarization direction as compared to the 3-photon 
process. This is indicative of the effects produced by solely increasing the order 
of nonlinearity in a jingle electron excitation. In fact, the differences are directly 
comparable between the two 0.88 eV channel distributions at the two different 
wavelengths. Even comparison of the 2.11 and 0.88 eV channels seems reasonable 
considering that both processes originate from S  states. The electron angular 
distributions for the singly ionized 0.88 eV channel and for the ATI channels 
(S = l and S=2) arc shown in Fig.18. As the degree of nonlinearity increases, the 
angular distributions are highly peaked along the polarization direction and the 
distribution becomes more and more complicated.
In order to extract some information about the radial elements involved in 
these multiphoton angular distributions the experimental da ta  was fitted using 
a well-known expression derivable from lowest-order perturbation theory. Theo­
retically, it can be shown tha t a nonresonant N-photon process results in angular 
distributions of the form22,76,
N
*i9) «  5 3 # ! ' P2i(costf)* (4.2)
1 = 1
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where / >2i(cos 18 the Legendre polynomial of order 2i and 02i are the angular 
distribution parameters which contain the information on the radial matrix el­
ements. The experimental angular distributions were fit using Eq.(4.2) and the 
result of the fits are illustrated as solid lines in Figs.17 and 18. Table 2 gives 
the fai  parameters and their standard deviation for each of the three distribu­
tions. The parameters are normalized with respect to 02 and allowed to fit with 
the maximum number of (N + l) terms. In order to test the goodness of the 
fits, analyses were conducted that included extra higher-order parameters in the 
expression; this resulted in no significant improvement in the fits.
Although the 0<n angular distribution parameters derived from these fits are 
not very appealing physically and certainly would benefit from a comparison 
with theory, some qualitative observations can be made. As described above, as 
the order of the nonlinearity increases for a nonresonant process the higher-order 
parameters contribute to the fit resulting in a distribution tha t is more highly 
peaked along the laser polarization. This can be seen in Table 2 where the 6- 
photon processes have a significant contribution from the 0% parameter. However 
as the order of nonlinearity increases the trend in the fits seems to place less em­
phasis on the contributions from the highest allowable parameters. This is seen 
in the two, 6-photon fits in Table 2 where both highest-ordcr parameters, 0 iq and 
ft 12> are nearly zero within their statistical certainty. This same trend in fits to 
Eq.(4.2) has been observed by other groups77'78 studying nonrcsonant multipho­
ton ionization of rare-gas atoms. A simple quantum-mechanical argument would 
suggest that the transition matrix elements for the final state with the highest 
orbital angular momentum arc zero. Specifically for our experiments final slates
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Fig. 18. Electron angular distributions for calcium at 1064 nm excitation. The 
open circles are the experimental data  points and the solid lines are 
the results of the fit to the equation of angular distribution. The plots 
are (a) 0.88 eV channel, (b) 2.04 eV channel ,and (c) 3.21 eV channel.
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1 able 2. Atomic Parameters from Nonlinear Least-Squares Fit to Equation 
(2.29).
592 nm
fio
07
04
0%
04
010
0t7
Ca + 3hv -* Ca*  + e(0.88ev) Ca*  +  6hv Ca7* + e(2.1lev)
0.57(2)
1.00(3)
0.06(3)
0.11(4)
0.56(5
1.00(9
0.62(9
0.44(11)
0.49(11)
0 .00 ( 11)
0.17(12)
1004 nm
Ca + Ghv —* Ca*  + e(0.88ev) ATI(S=1) ATl(S=2)
09 1.01(9) 0,37(6) 0.36(5)
07 1.00(10)' 1.00(9) 1.00(9)
04 2.03(19) 0.62(15) 0.49(13)
04 0.53(13) 0.69(16) 0.55(14)
04 0.24(13) 0.70(17) 0.72(15)
0io -0.03(15) 0.32(18) 0.29(16)
017 0.14(14) 0.04(20) •0.01(18)
014 — 0.00(17) -0.12(19)
014 — — -0.07(17)
t Note: Standard deviations are indicated in parenthesis.
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with L—6 do not contribute to the transition strength for the 6-photon process. 
One possible factor tha t could contribute to this effect extends the arguments 
used in llef.i concerning the centrifugal barrier. However, for our situation the 
arguments must be modi Pied to consider the effects of the effective potential a t a 
constant electron energy. For circular polarized excitation the effect of the cen­
trifugal barrier for a constant electron-energy channel can result in a suppression 
of high angular momentum states as the nonlinearity of the process increases.
4.2 MAGNESIUM
4.2.1 Electron Energy Spectrum
The electron energy spectrum of magnesium with 632 nm excitation shown 
in Fig.19 is a t an intensity of 6.0 x  lO ^ fF /c m 2. The laser polarization direc­
tion is along the axis of detection. The resulting spectrum is composed of lines 
with energies which are associated with MPI of 4 or more photons. Three series 
of lines have been well identified: a peak a t 1.68 eV, characterizing a  4-photon 
ionization leaving the ion in the 3s, 25  Btate and its ATI series a t 4.01 and 6.34 
eV; one a t 1.91 eV, characterizing the 6-photon ionization to the Afp+ (3p, *P) 
s late and its ATI a t 4.25 eV; and one at 1.28 eV, characterizing the 7-photon 
ionization to the doubly ionized Mff2+(2p®, *5) state. The ATI peak associated 
with the decay to the M g* (4s) s ta te via the (7 + l)-photon absorption is also well 
identified at 2.34 eV, Hut the seven-photon ionization to the Mg  f (4s) state with
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jFig. 19. Electron energy spectrum of magnesium at 532 nm radiation. Laser 
intensity is 6 x 10l2W jc m 2. (b) is expanded 4 times.
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electron peaks a t 0.01 eV was not detected because of the transmission charac­
teristics of our spectrometer at low energies. The most dominant peak in the 
electron spectrum is a t an electron energy of 1.68 eV which is the four-photon 
ionization of the 3s2 ground state of Mg via path  (1) (refer to section 2.4.2). 
The peak at an electron energy of 1.28 eV can be unambiguously assigned to the 
7-photon ionization of the A4g+ ion via path (3). The mass spectrum shown in 
Fig.2l) verifies the presence of singly ionized magnesium at this intensity. Also, 
a strong signal appears at the position of A/y2+, but the presence of M j 2+ 
cannot be verified because background carbon ions overlap with doubly ionized 
magnesium. Fig.21 is an electron spectrum of magnesium and shows that the 
branching ratio of becomes larger as the laser intensity increases. Con­
sequently, the results demonstrate tha t sequential ionization is the predominant 
mechanism for the production of the observed ion distributions in magnesium. 
This result is consistent with our observations in calcium and other alkaline-earth 
atoms. Again, this conclusion does not presume that the transition dynamics are 
restricted to an iudependent-electron description. Referring to Fig.21, we also 
observe peaks corresponding to the absorption of additional photons producing 
electrons with energies of 4.01 eV (hi' +  0,8BeF) via path (7). The absorption of 
two additional photons (S=2) opens one more ATI peak a t 6.34 eV via path (9). 
Here S represents the number of additional photons absorbed in the continuum. 
Moreover, the absorption of two more additional photons also opens new electron 
decay channels. Closer examination of the electron spectrum in Fig.21 reveals 
the presence of a peak at 1.91 eV which is attributable to  the M g   ^ ion being 
left in the 3p excited state via path (8). Consequently, the Ml*I of Mg proceeds
75
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Fig. 20. Mass spectrum of magnesium at different intensity and wavelength: 
(a) /  =  3.9 x 1011, 532 nm, (b) I  = 5.7 x 10I2f 532 nm, and (c) 
/  =  2.2 x 1012, 1064 nm.
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Fig. 21.Electron energy spectrum of magnesium at 532 nm  radiation: (a) 
/  =  1.1 x 1012VK/cm2, (b) /  =  3.2 x 10l2W /cm 2, and (c) /  =  5.4 x 
1012iy /c m 2.
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with some probability for two electron or double excitation. Furthermore, the 
electron peak a t 2.34 eV {hi/ +  O.OleK) is assigned to the (4+4) photon ioniza­
tion which results in a M g *  ion being left in a 4s excited state. Our inability to 
produce the U.01 eV peak makes this assignment somewhat tentative. However, 
the observation of the second electron peak in the series with an energy of 2.4 
eV {hi/ +  0.07eVr) lends some credence to this assignment.
Figure 22 shows an electron-energy spectrum of magnesium resulting from 
excitation with 10(34 nm photons. A number of higher-order ATI peaks are 
observed in this spectrum as the intensity increases and again the dominant 
feature is the 3s peak with an energy of 0.51 eV, This peak is observed to be the 
major feature at alt intensities. Again the main focus of attention in Fig.22 are 
the electron peaks at energies of 0.75, 1.17, and 1.91 eV. The assignment of alt 
these peaks characterizes the final state of the ion as excited, tha t i3 either a 3p 
or a 4s state. The 3p series is Mg{4s2) +  (7 +  S)hi/  — * Afp+ (3p) +  e, where 
the electron energies at 0.75, and 1.91 eV correspond to S~4 and 5, respectively. 
Likewise, the peak at 1.17 eV which is ATI of 0.01 eV peak, corresponds to the 
ion being left in the 4s state following a (7+S) photon absorption with S=8. The 
lowest energy electron at 0.01 eV is difficult to observe in the electron spectrum 
at 1UG4 nm with our spectrometer. Also evident is a peak at an electron energy 
of 1.28 eV which is assigned to the 14-photon ionization of the M g + 3s ground 
state to the 2p° ground state via path (4). This is the (irst ATI peak
associated with the lowest order 13-photon ionization at 0.11 eV.
Comparing Figs.21 and 22, the peaks for the excited states 3p or 4s of mag­
nesium ion a t 1004 nm are not as significant as in the case of 532 nm radiation.
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Fig. 22. Electron energy spectrum of magnesium at 1064 nm radiation: (a) 
/  =  1.6 x 1012W /cm 2, (b) J =  1.0 x 1012W /cm 2, and (c) /  =  5.0 x 
lO^VV/cm2.
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Instead, the ATI series of the type 7+1, 7+2, and 7+3 decaying to the 3s ground 
state of ion is more prevalent than with 532 nm excitation. This is under­
stood by considering the number of photons absorbed in the process. At 1064 
nm radiation, the MP1 processes are
Mg{3s2) +  I h v  — ► Afp+ (3a) +  etO.SleP)
M p(3a2) +  Xlhv  — ► M p+ (3p) +  *(0.75610
Mg{3s2) +  14 hv  — ► M g+ (4a) + e(0.01eP)
M g + (3s) +  lAhv  — ► Afg2+(2p6) +  e(O.lleK).
Likewise, the MPI processes a t 532 nm radiation are
Afg(3s2) +  Aku — ► Afg+ (3s) +  e(1.68eV)
Afg(3a2) +  6 hu  — ► Afg+ (3p) +  e(1.91eP)
Mg{3s2) +  7hu  — > M g+ (4s) +  e(0.01eK)
M g + (3s) +  Thu — *■ M g2+(2p6) +
For the processes a t 532 nm radiation, the production of excited Btates needs 
two or three more photons than the ground state Afg+ (3s), and the number 
of counts for excited states are comparable to ATI peaks of M g  + [3p) for the 
same nonlinearity. For 10G4 nm radiation, the production of a M g +{3s) ion 
needs 7 photons, while A/g ' (3p), Afg+ (4s), and A/g2+(2p6) needs 11, 14, and 14 
photons, respectively. Therefore, the 7+1, 7+2, and 7+3 ATI peaks of A/g^(3s)
state all need a fewer number of photons than any of the processes leading to
excited s tate production. The dominance of the ATT peaks in Mg is a consequence
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of the large separation of ground and excited states in Afp+ as compared to 
C a+ . ATI may also contribute to fast depletion of 3p and 4s states. However, 
the experimental evidence at 1064 nm, which lias a higher order of nonlinearity 
than at 532 nm, has peaks at 0.75 eV and 1.17 eV which are 3p and 4s excited 
states, respectively, and shows that doubly excited states are still playing a role 
in the multiphoton process. Even though neither excitation scheme results in any 
detectable amounts of direct ionization, it also does not exclude the possibility 
that direct ionization could occur under the appropriate circumstances.
4.2.2 Intensity Effects
The intensity dependence for an N-photon process for magnesium with 
532 nm excitation is illustrated in the log-log plots of Fig.23. The points in Fig.23 
are measured for the singly ionized 1.68 eV channel {path (1)| and its ATI {path 
(7)j (refer to 2.4.2). The ionization of Mg was also separately verified by moni­
toring the total ion signal with a mass spectrometer as a function of intensity at 
532 nm and 1064 nm radiation. For doubly ionized A4g2+ ion, the mass spectrum 
was overlapped with background carbon ions, and could not be analyzed. Anal­
ysis of the linear portion of the log-log plot for the 1.68 eV channels gives a slope 
of 4.2±0.5 and a saturation intensity, 7S, of 3.2 x ll)l l lV/cm2. This result is con­
sistent with the perturbative scaling for the 4-photon ionization of magnesium. 
Similarly, the 4.01 eV channel yields a slope of 5.3T0.7 and 13 = 3.9x j e m 2,
M g 2+ ions are analyzed via the 1.28 eV channel which have the process of path 
(3): A4y + (3s) + 7 k u  — *■ A/g2+(2p°) + ctl^SeK ). The saturation intensity of 
the VUy2 *' ion (4.1 x 10*1 IK/  cm2) is slightly higher than the saturation intensity
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Fig. 23. Log-log plots of signal versus laser intensity for magnesium at 532 nm; 
(a) 1.68 eV channel and (b) 4.01 eV channel.
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I» ~  2.8 x 10l i W f c m 2 of the total Mg+  ion yield curve. Also, M g 2+ ions were 
not produced a t the saturation intensity of M g + ion. Therefore, as we discussed 
in section 2.3, the interaction volume consists of Afg+ ions only, and no neutral 
Mg atoms exist a t the focal point where the atomic beam interacts with the laser. 
This implies tha t M g 2+ ions are formed from M g + ions and verifies a sequential 
ionization scheme. The intensity dependence of the M g 2*  ion production was 
also measured. The slope diogN2* f  dtogl = 5.2 ± 1 ,5  is close to the number 7 
which is expected for a  7-photon ionization of ions. This also supports the as­
sumption of production of M g 2* ions via sequential ionization. This conclusion 
is in agreement with previous experiments79 performed with Ca. The intensity 
dependence of the total ion yield for singly charged states for 532 11111 excitation 
is shown in Table 3. The analysis of the total M g + ion signal yields a slope or
4.4 ±  0.6 and an / 8 of 2.8 x 1011iV /e m 2 for the 4-photon ionization. The slope 
here is atso in good agreement with lowest order perturbation theory and a model 
consistent with sequential ionization. The laser intensity I  = 2.8 x lO ^lV /cm 2 
is the saturation intensity at which a  marked change appears in the slope. This 
situation is a  typical eirect which occurs in MPI experiments when the ionization 
probability becomes unity, leading to the depletion of atoms in the ionization
* E
volume . The intensity dependence beyond the I 9 value arises from ions formed 
in the expanding interaction volume when 1 is increased.
The intensity dependence of the electron yield of 0.51 eV and a scries of ATI 
at 1064 nm excitation are shown in Fig.24. Figure 24(a) is the log-log plot of 0.51 
eV peak. The slope is measured to be 6.7 ± 1.2 and consistent with the 7-photon 
ionization of Mg neutrals. For the 1.68 eV peak which is a 7 t 1 ATI process,
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Table 3. Order of Nonlinearity and Saturation Intensities for Magnesium.
532 tun
Ionization Process N I s ^ W / c m * )
M j(3aJ) +  4kv  -  Mp+(3s) + e(1.68) 4.2(5) 320
A/ff(3«3) +  (4 +  \ )hv  -* Af(f+(3e) +  e(4.01) 6.3(7) 390
A/ff+(3s ) + (4 +  3 )hu -  Wff2+(2p«) +  e(1.28) 6.2(15) 410
Total Afj+ Yield 4.4(6) 280
Total A/p2+ Yield n/a n/a
1004 nm
Ionization Process N l s {G W /cn v )
h ip(3s3) + I k v  —» h i ff+(3e) + e(O.Slev) 6.7(12) 430(140)
h i j(3 s7) + (7 + l)hi/ — h iy+(3e) +  e(1.68ev) 7.8(9) 400(100)
Afff(3s3) +  (7 + 2)hv  -  Afff+(3s) +  e(2.84) 9.2( 16) 370(100)
A/(t(3a3) + (7 + 3)*<' -  A/p+(3a) + e(4.01) 9.7(18) 130(110)
Total Mg* Yield 6.9(13) 250
Total M g 1* Yield n /a n/a
t Note: Standard deviations are indicated in parenthesis.
u *e *
2H
IV
H•<
m
M
U
Fig. 24. Log-log plots of signal versus laser intensity for (a) 7-, (b) 8-, (c) 9-, 
and (d) 10-photon ionization for magnesium at 1064 nm radiation.
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the slope is 7.8 ±  0.9 and is consitent with the 8-photon ionization process. The 
2.84 eV (7+2 ATI) and 4.00 eV (7+3 ATI) peaks have Biopes of 9.2 ±  1.6 and 
9.7 ±  1.8, respectively, consistent with the values 9 and 10 predicted by lowest 
order perturbation theory. Peaks associated with the electron decay to the 3p 
and 4s excited states of Ai g + appear at 0.75 eV and 1.17 eV, respectively, in 
the electron energy spectrum. Out, since the peak intensities are so small we 
are unable to analyze their intensity effect. Note tha t / ,  for 7-photon and ATI 
series are the same with 1064 nm excitation. This suggests tha t the 7-photon 
ionization and its ATI processes occur a t the same time in the interaction region.
Table 4 gives the saturation intensity of this work and those calculated from
equations (2.11) and (2.13), and the ratio of the two results. For the calculated
values, the atomic radius for hydrogen, magnesium, and calcium are O.sA, 1.6/1,
and 2 .oA, respectively, and the ionization potential are 13.6 eV, 7.6 eV, and
6.1 eV, respectively, in equation (2.11). We also, cited the value for from
Itef.41. The ratio of the saturation intensity between measured and calculated
values for M g  with 532 nm and 1064 nm radiation is 1.6 and 0.9, respectively.
These numbers are close to 1 and show tha t the experimental results are in good
agreement with theoretical calculations. The same ratio for the Alg * ions with
532 nm is only 0.1, and means that ions are produced by the factor of 10
more than the estimated value. Also, the ratio between 4-photon ionization and
its ATI process for M g  neutral is measured as = 0.04. Likewise, the
ratio between 7- and 8-photon process for Aljj+ ion is measured as =
A* w
0.15. This yields a ratio, J J =  0.27. Again verifying that, 
ATI processes occur more easily for higher noulinearity.
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Table 4. Comparison of Saturation Intensities for Caicium and Magnesium.
Experiment Equation (2 .H )| (unltiW/en.*)
\
f,(532nm) f,(l06lnm) /;(532nm) /;(1064nm)
Ca+ S.QX 10'* 7.0x 10“ 4.2x10“ 2.4 X 10“
C eJ+ 1.2 X 10“ 1.3 x 10'* 1.7x10“ 6.7 X 10“
Afj+ 3.2 x 10u 2.5 x 10“ 2.0 X 10“ 2.8 X 10“
4.1 x 10" - 4.7 X 10“ 1.3 x 10“
t Sr+ 1.0 x 10“ - 2.7 x 10“ .
|5'r2+ 5.0 x 10,a - 6.7 X 10“ -
f,(1064)//.(532) f;(1064)/f;(532) I, (532)//; (532) / t (l0 6 1 )/f;jl0 6 tn m )
Ca+ 1.4 5.7 1.2 03
Ca,+ 1.1 3.9 0.7 02
A/j+ 0.8 1.4 1-6 0.9
2.8 0.1
|Sr+ 3.7
|S ri+ 3.7
t Rtf. G. Petite to d  P. Afostlnl, J. Physique 47, 795 (1985).
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4.2.3 Angular Distributions
Shown in Figs.25 and 26 are the angular distributions of Afg+ (3s) and its 
ATI peaks with 532 nm excitation. Each of these distributions corresponds to an 
electron peak with one additional photon absorbed. Note, in Table 5 tha t higher 
peaks demand more terms in the expansion because the angular distribution 
contain terms in the Legendre polynomial of order 2i. The /?2i coellicients were 
obtained from the experimental data  by using a least-squarc fitting procedure and 
are presented with standard deviations in Table 5 for each or the distributions. 
The coeflicient /?2 has been normalized to unity. From the 0 coellicients in 
Table 5, the best fit for ATI becomes more complex as the atom absorbs more 
photons above the threshold level.
The electron angular distributions for the singly ionized 1.68 eV channel and 
its ATI series resulting from 532 nm excitation are shown in Fig.25. The points in 
Fig.25 are the normalized results of the experiments. The experimental angular 
distributions were fit using the equation of angular distribution and the result 
of the fits are illustrated as solid lines. The most apparent difference in the 
shape of the distributions is that as the number of photons increases the angular 
distributions become more peaked along the polarization direction and has more 
turning points. Fig.25(a) shows the angular distribution of Afff+ (3s) which is 
a 4-photon process. There are maxima at 0°, 60°, and 180° of the azimuthal 
angle. The angles 0° and 180° are for the laser polarization direction parallel to 
the detector axis and the angle 90° is the perpendicular direction. Therefore, we 
see tha t the ionization probability is maximum when the polarization direction
Table 5. Atomic Parameters from Nonlinear Least-Squares Fit for Magnesium.
533 am
M g  -4 ihu -« M g *  + e(t.68ev) AT!(S=1) AT1(S=2) ATl(S=3)
00 1.03(10) 0.41(4) 0.77(16) 1.10(27)
0i 1.00(1) 1.00(1) 1.00(1) 1.00(1)
0* 1.20(17) 0.83(12) 0.67(25) 0.64(34)
0 . -0.26(12) 0.40(11) 1.10(31) 0.37(36)
0* 0.39(14) •0.07(11) 0.58(28) 0.05(39)
^10 — -0.04(11) 0.02(31) -0.08(42)
0 n — — 0.28(29) " -0.15(47)
0 M — — — 0.38(46)
01*
» 1064 nm
big + 7hv -» Af p+ + e(0.51ev) A Ti(S=l) AT1(S=2)
00 -7.36(77) •5.12(16) 0.80(10)
01 1.00(1) 1.00(1) 1.00(1)
0 4 -4.32(43) •0.64(39) 0.25(14)
0* -2.65(28) -2.02(83) 0.76(19)
0* -1.07(11) -5.90(185) 1.42(24)
0\o -3.19(12) 3 97(134) 088(21)
0 M 0.97(14) •0.55(75) -0.41(23)
0i* -0.72(11) •0.45(81} 0.00(24)
0\* — -0.38(69) -0 36(25)
0i* — — •0.02(24)
AT1(S*H)
0.93(11)
1.00( 1)
0 56(16) 
0.90(20) 
0.44(19) 
0.16(21) 
0.32(23) 
005(25) 
-0.07(22)
|  Note: Standard deviations are indicated in parenthesis.
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Fig. 25. Electron angular distributions for magnesium at 532 nm excitation.
Ih e  circles are the experimental data points and the solid lines are 
the results of the fit to the equation of angular distribution. The plots 
are (a) 1.68 eV channel, (b) 4,01 eV channel, (c) 6.34 eV channel, (d) 
8.67 eV channel, and (e) 11.0 eV channel.
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is parallel to the detector, with a secondary maximum for the normal direction. 
This secondary maximum is consistent with an even-photon absorption in a single 
electron picture. Fig.25(b) is the angular distribution associated with the ATI 
peak or A/ff+ (3s) which is a (4 H )-photon  process, in this case, the slope of the 
distribution near 0° and 180° is steeper than tha t of Fig.25(a). Also, it shows a 
minimum at 90° which means no ionization process occurs in direction normal 
to the detection axis as expected for odd-photon absorption. Fig.25(c) is the 
angular distribution of the (1 I 2)-photon ATI peak of Mg  * (3.<t). The slope of the 
distribution near 0° and 180° is steeper than in the 4- or (4 f  1)-photon process, 
and shows more complex structure than Fig.25(a) and (b). Fig.25(d) shows 
further complexity. In summary, for an N-photon process the angular distribution 
is highly peaked along the polarization direction and has more complex structure 
as N increases. Also for an N-photon process, there is a maximum at 9U° of 
azimuthal angle when N is even, and minimum when N is odd. This is indicative 
of the ellects produced by solely increasing the order of noidinearity in a smg/e 
electron excitation.
The angular distribution for the singly ionized 0.51 eV channel and its ATI 
series resulting from 1004 urn excitation are shown in Fig.20. The number or 
photons absorbed ranges from 7 through 9. Fig.26(a) is the angular distribution 
for 7-photon ionization. The distribution is not as complex as Fig.25(d) which is 
also a 7-photon process a t 532 mu excitation. Fig.20(b) is a (7 I l)-photon ion­
ization and shows uniform oscillation through 0° to 18LT of azimuthal angle. It 
is quite dillcrent from any other angular distributions. This may be understood 
as a 0-pholoii resonance 7-photon ionization. When we look at the energy level
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1 ig. 20. Electron angular distributions for magnesium a t 1004 inn excitation.
The circles arc the experimental da ta  points and the solid lines are 
the results of the fit to the equation or angular distribution. The plots 
are (a) 0.51 eV channel, (b) 1.68 eV channel, and (c) 2.84 eV channel.
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diagram for magnesium (see Fig.6), there is a 3s5d level a t  about 7.0 eV which 
is nearly degenerate with 6-photon absorption and has the correct parity. The 
order of nonlinearity for 7-, 8-, and 9-photon processes in Table 3 consistent with 
the scaling law and seems to verify tha t the level does not act like a 6-photon 
resonance. The 3s5d level probably playing a role in the angular distribution 
but calculation is necessary to understand the distribution clearly. Fig.26(c) is a 
(7+2)-photon ionization and shows steeper slope along the polarization direction 
and has more complex structure than Fig.26(a) and (b). Like the angular dis­
tributions at 532 mil, the distributions a t 1064 nm radiation are highly peaked 
along the polarization direction and have complex structure as N increases in 
N-photon ionization. Also, there is a  maximum at 90° when N is even, and 
minimum when N is odd. These are the common features for both 532 nin and 
1064 urn radiation. However, there are big differences between the two excitation 
schemes. First, the angular distributions a t 1064 nm radiation have distinctive 
maxima and minima along the direction of polarization in spite of the higher 
nonlincarity. Also, there is some probability of ionization near the perpendicular 
direction at 1064 nm while it is nearly zero a t 532 nm radiation. This may be a 
manifestation of the ponderomotive potential at this lower frequency and higher 
intensity. A detailed interpretation of these distributions requires some future 
theoretical calculations.
4.2.4 Circular Polarization
As a result of the large intensity gradients in the laser focus51 ponderomotive 
scattering appears in the photoelectron angular distribution measurements made
03
with linearly polarized light. When the ponderomotive forces are less significant,
i.e. for lower intensity, shorter wavelength, or higher electron energy, experiments 
show tha t electrons are mostly emitted in the direction of the classical driving 
force along the laser polarization80,81. The use of circularly polarized radiation 
a t 1004 nm for M l1! in magnesium dramatically changes the energy distribution 
of the final state electrons, suppressing all electrons from threshold to 1 eV 
(Fig.27). In Fig.27 the intensity of the peaks of Baine energy are compared 
with linear polarization and circular polarization. The most severely suppressed 
peak is at 0.51 eV, which has the lowest electron energy of any peaks in the 
spectrum. This phenomenon is wavelength dependent; for 532 urn radiation the 
peaks are not suppressed (Fig.28), The disappearance of the low energy electrons 
can be explained by the centrifugal barrier, or by a reduction of the transition 
matrix elements for low electron energy states due to the high orbital angular 
momentum of the final continuum states (Fig.29). A simple model, based on 
angular momentum absorption and suppression of the overlap with low energy 
final states by centrifugal repulsion agrees well with these observations*. These 
results indicate that ATI photoetectrons are produced in single step, nonresonant 
coherent processes directly from the ground state. To consider the suppression 
of low energy electrons, consider a 5  ground state or an atom excited to the 
continuum by a N-photon nonresonant process. Electric dipole selection rules 
predict:
L -  0 ,1 , . . .  , N
continuum states for linear polarized light, and
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Fig. 27. Electron energy spectrum of magnesium at 1064 nm radiation with 
the intensity of 2.0 x 1012iy /c m 2: (a) linear polarization and (b) 
circular polarization.
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Fig. 28. Electron energy spectrum of magnesium at 532 nm radiation with the 
intensity of 2.0 x 10l2W /cm 2: (a) linear polarization and (b) circular 
polarization.
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circular states for circular polarized light. Therefore, circular polarized light 
accesses L  =  N  continuum states. The effective potential for states of definite 
angular momentum I is
v'iflT) =  - ;  + («•«)• (4.3)
where the first term is the Coulomb potential and the second term is the cen­
trifugal barrier. Now, consider the transition matrix M for the N-photon process,
*1 *n-l
where |tm > , |0 O >, and \tfrf > are intermediate, initial, and final states, re­
spectively; and the detuning 6E+ = E+ — £o — mhis. In high order nonresonant 
process the energy denominator is assumed constant over the summand and sum 
over the numerator alone82. The sum over the intermediate states |i > <  *| is 
replaced with the identity matrix |1 > <  1|. Then, M reduces to a single matrix 
element,
M  “  X <  > *
where e and E are electron discharge and electromagnetic field strength, respec­
tively, and 6E  is the average of the resonance energies. The function r " 0 o, which 
must overlap the (iuai wave function in the matrix element, lias a maximum 
probability density around r =  no0. Near the ionization threshold the angular 
momentum centrifugal barrier keeps the low energy electrons out at large r and 
thus, excludes the final state wave function from this region. Therefore, there 
will be little overlap with the ground state and the transitions are inhibited. At 
higher energies, corresponding to absorption of more photons and more angular
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Fig. 29. Suppression of multiphoton ionization with circularly polarized light.
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momentum, the free electron energy rises rapidly and penetrates more closely to 
the core. Thus, for larger n, rnip0 is peaked a t larger r, and the overlap integral 
increases and becomes more significant a  higher energy. Therefore, MPI process 
turns on again for large n, In summary, the low energy electrons will be greatly 
suppressed with low photon energy excitation or high nonlinearity.
4.3 COMPARISONS BETW EEN 
CALCIUM AND MAGNESIUM ATOMS
Let's compare the electron energy spectrum of calcium and magnesium. The 
ionization threshold or calcium is 6.11 eV above the 4s2 ground state and ab­
sorption of 3 photons of 532 nm radiation results in a Ca* ion being left in a 
4s excited state. The absorption of an additional photon opens 3 decay chan­
nels: one ATI of C o+ (4s), and two excited states of C a + (3cf) and C a + (4p), 
Therefore, the order of nonlinearity for C a + (4s) ATI peaks is the same as those 
of excited 3d and 4p states. The ionization threshold of magnesium is 7.64 eV 
above the 3s2 ground state which is higher than that of calcium by 1.53 eV. 
The minimum number of photons needed to ionize magnesium atom is 4 pho­
tons which results in a Aig  * (3a) ion. Magnesium needs two or more photons to 
reach the excited states: 4+2 photons for 3p sta te and 4+3 photons for 4s state. 
Therefore, the ATI process for Aiff^ (3s) with S=1 has lower noiilinearity and 
more probability than reaching the 3p or 4d excited state. When we examine the 
electron energy spectrum for calcium and magnesium ions, the most dominant 
peaks in any intensity range are the C a + (4s) and Afg+ (3s) filial states. For
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the secondary peaks, C a 2+ (3p°) is dominant and doubly excited peaks are com­
parable to ATI peaks of C a + (4s). On the contrary, the ATI peak of M g + (3s) 
is more dominant than any other peaks for excited states. The reason is tha t 
M 0 + (3a) + 7/u/ — > M $2+(2p6) +  e( 1.28eK) is a 7-photon process and has higher 
noiilinearity than the (4+S) ATI process of Afp+ (3s) up to S=3. The branching 
ratio of Afff+ (3s) at 1.91 eV increases with the intensity.
For 1064 nm excitation the most dominant peak in the calcium electron 
spectrum is G’a + (4s), as in the excitation of 532 nm, and the secondary peaks 
are the ATI peaks associated with the ground state C a + (4s), excited states for 
single ionization C a+ (3d) and C a + (4p), and double ionization C a2+(3p6). The 
branching ratio for excited states and doubly ionized calcium are comparable 
with ATI for Ca* (4s). For magnesium, the ino3t dominant peak is A / j+ (3s) as 
in the case of 532 uni. 13ut at 1UG4 nm excitation, magnesium has a series of very 
strong ATI peaks associated with the M g * , 3s ground state. The branching ratio 
of ATI peaks for Mg*  (3s) is much larger than those of excited 3p or 4s states. 
The reason is tha t Mg*  ion, the 3p and 4s excited states need 7+4 photons 
and 7+7 photons, respectively. Because of this higher order of nonlinearity, the 
transition rate for producing the M g *  ion, 3p and 4s excited states is less than 
the ATI peaks for M g * , 3s ground state.
Table 4 shows the saturation intensity for singly and doubly ionized calcium 
and magnesium atoms. At 532 nm radiation the experimental values or Js fur 
singly ionized calcium and magnesium are 5.0x 1010IF /cm 2 and 3.2 x lO 'H F/cm 2, 
respectively, and are factor of 1.2 and 1.6 of the calculated values. At 1064 nm, 
the experimental values of the saturation intensities for singly ionized calcium and
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magnesium ions are 7.0 x lO ^fF /em 2 and 2.5 x 10l l iy /c m 2, and are factor of 0.3 
and 0.9 of the calculated values. Therefore, calcium atom is more easily ionized 
than predicted. Also, atoms are more easily ionized with 1064 nm radiation. 
For double ionization, the experimental values of the saturation intensities for 
calcium atoms are 1.2 x 1012IV/em2 and 1.3 x lU12tV/cm2 with 532 nm and 1064 
nm, respectively. This is lower than the theoretical values by the factor of 0.7 and 
0.2, respectively. This trend is even greater for magnesium atoms. At 532 nm 
radiation, the saturation intensity is measured to be 4.1 x 10l l tF /cm 2 which is 
0.1 times lower than the calculated value from equation (2.13), which means tha t 
the magnesium atom is 10 times more easily doubly ionized than predicted. In 
summary, the experimental data for the order of noiilinearity for singly ionized 
ions with 532 nm radiation arc in good agreement with perturbative scaling 
laws while those for doubly charged ions are not consistent with the scaling 
laws. The main conclusion from this da ta  is that double ionization of calcium 
and magnesium atoms is essentially a stepwise or sequential process involving 
principally the ground state and the first two excited states of the calcium and 
magnesium ions.
The possibility of a simultaneous ejection of a number of electrons from an 
atom by a single photon is due to the inner-elcctron correlations and is therefore a 
specific multiparticlc eirect. This multiple MP1 has been studied experimentally 
for Sr and Ua'*7, rarc-gas atoms'*8''*9, and for several other atoms. The exper­
imental ratio of the double to single electron ionization probability (7V2+/fV+ ) 
at the laser one-electron saturation intensity l s is shown in 'lable 6. The ratio 
for calcium is 0.001 at the saturation intensity of 5.0 x lO ^ fF /e m 2. For mag-
Table 6. Comparisons between Calcium and Magnesium at 532 nm Radiation.
l s CW/cm2 ) n2+/ n+ I^C V /cra2 ) Im2+ (W/cm2) v +/v
Ca+ 5 .0  x 1010 0.001  ■ 2 .0  x 1010 7 .0  x  1011 35
Ca2+ 1 .2  x 1012
Mg+ 3 .2  x 1011 0 .03 2 .6  x 1011 3 .2  x 10U 1 .2
Mg2+ 4 ,1  x 1011
Xe 1 .2  x 10i3 0 .015 Ref* 6
Kr 2 .5  x  1013 0 .007
Ar 3 .0  x 10i3 0 .006
Ne 4 .1  x 10i3 0 .0015
He 6 .2  x 1014 0.001
N ote: % +, 1^2+ a re  minimum l a s e r  i n t e n s i t i e s  to  produce s in g ly  and
doub le  charged  io n s ,  r e p s e c t i v e l y .
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nesium, the ratio of M g 2+ to Afy+ ion yield la 0.03 &t the saturation Intensity 
of 3.2 x 1 0 l l W / c m 2, which is higher than calcium by a  factor of 30. The ex­
perimental value of this ratio was found to be 1 0 - J  — 1 0 - 3  for inert atom s49. 
Figure 30 shows the relative ratio of C a 3p/V(5 — 0 ), =  1 ), Cogp/|(5  =  0 ),
and Cajph(S = 1 ). Also, shown is the ratio of M g ^ ^ S  =  0 ), M g ^ ^ S  =  1 ), 
=  0 ), and =  1). The ratios of the lowest order process and its
ATI procss for Ca and Mg are =  0.003, =  0.04, M jIS  "  0  04' and
Mg+ih P
— 0.15. By comparison, we can see that magnesium is more easily doubly
M9lph
ionized than calcium and this supports the importance of atomic structure in 
multiphoton ionization. Another related peculiarity to point out is the laser in­
tensity needed to doubly ionize atoms. The production of the double-charged ions 
of calcium (ti-photon process) can be induced by a laser intensity 35 times higher 
than the single-electron ionization(3-photon process). In the case of magnesium, 
the production of doubly charged ions (7-photon process) can be induced by an 
intensity only 1 . 2  times larger than tha t required for single-electron ionization 
(4-photon process). If we compare the minimum laser intensity needed to pro­
duce singly charged ions, magnesium needs more than ten times higher intensity 
than calcium, liu t for the doubly ionized ions, the production of M g 2* needs 
only half of the intensity of Ca2+. The reason that M g  f  ion needs higher laser 
intensity than C a + ion is clear because is 4-photon process while C a + is
3-pholon process. Uut the reason tha t M g 2+ ion needs less intensity than C a 2 
ion is not straight forward. The first reason is tha t the ratio of number of pho­
tons necessary for =  4  13 less than tha t of — g* The second reason is
that in the case of M g + ion, 3p and 4s exciteed states open more channels than
1.000
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X M 95Ph
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Fig. 30. The ionization ratio between (N)- and (N+l)-photon ionization of 
singly- and doubly-charged ions for both Ca and Mg atoms.
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those of Ca, and these channels seem to affect the saturation intensity.
Tables 1 and 3 give the order of nonlinearity and saturation intensities for cal­
cium and magnesium, respectively. For 532 nm radiation, the experimental data 
for the order of nonlinearity for singly- and doubly-charged calcium ions which 
are 3- and 6-photon ionization processes are 2.0 ±  0.2 and 6.2 ±  0.4, respectively. 
This is in good agreement with perturbative scaling laws. The perturbative scal­
ing law is also valid with 1064 nm radiation. Likewise, it is found to be valid 
for Mg atoms. A comparison for the saturation intensities for calcium and mag-
i iN inesium can be made using equation (4.1) with a -1 / =  (A« m i ) > 118 we
discussed in section 2.3. At 532 nm radiation, calcium is ionized with 3-photons 
while magnesium is ionized with 4-photons. Using the equation (4.1), the satu­
ration intensity of magnesium is predicted to be 4.9 times higher than calcium, 
while the experiment shows 6.4 times higher. This is a satisfactory agreement. 
At 1064 nm radiation, Ca and Mg are ionized with 6- and 7-photons. The ratio 
of saturation intensity for Mg to Ca is 3.6 and 1.2, respectively, for experiment 
and calculation. This big discrepancy seems to originate from the higher order 
of nonlinearity.
Angular distrbutions for calcium and magnesium are shown in Figs. 17, 18, 
25, and 26. The angular distributions of calcium are shown for 3- and 6-photon 
process at 532 nm, and 6-, 7-, and 8-photon process at 1064 nm radiation. The 
distributions for magnesium are the 4- through 8-photon processes a t 532 nm, 
and the 7- through 9-photon processes a t 1064 nm radiation. By comparing 
Fig. 17(b) and Fig.25(c), we see that the angular distributions of the 6-photon 
process for calcium and magnesium at 532 nm radiation have basically the same
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structure: same slope near 0° and 180°, small local maxima at 00°. However, 
the angular distribution of 7- and 8-photon process at 1064 nm are quite differ­
ent. Compare Fig.l8(b) and Fig.26(a) which are 7-photon processes for calcium 
and magnesium, respectively. Fig.18(b) has nearly zero probability of ionization 
and a flat curve near 60° while Fig.26(a) has a finite probability and turning 
points in the same region. Fig.18(c) and Fig.26(b) which are 8-photon processes 
for calcium and magnesium show even more differences. Fig.l8(c) has nearly the 
same distribution as Fig. 18(b) which is a 7-photon process, while Fig.26(b) shows 
distinctive oscillations through the azimuthal angle 0. This difference is also seen 
clearly by comparing Tables 2 and 5. The angular distribution parameter 
for the 6-photon process at 532 nm are similar between calcium and magnesium, 
except j. However, /?2i are quite different for 7- and 8-photon processes at 1U64 
nm. In summary, calcium and magnesium have several common and different 
features in angular distributions. First, the distribution is highly peaked along 
the laser polarization as the order of the nonlinearity increases. Also, they have 
a maximum at 90° of azimuthal angle when N is even, and minimum when N is 
odd in the N-photon ionization process. However, there are some differences in 
the angular distributions between calcium and magnesium. If we compare the 
same number of photons, magnesium has a simpler distribution than calcium. 
Another difference is that calcium has very weak structure and low probability 
of M1M in the vicinity of 90° of azimuthal angle, while magnesium lias clear 
structure even when N is 7 or 8. The exact nature of these differences certainly 
would benefit from a theoretical calculation, but some general observations can 
be made. The less complex appearance of the magnesium spectrum could reflect
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simpler ionization dynamics, th a t is, more single electron than  two electron exci­
tation. This would be consistent w ith the lower density of doubly excited states 
a t threshold in magnesium as compared to calcium. Also, the higher saturation 
intensity of magnesium probably shows evidence of ponderomotive scattering for 
low energy electrons. Assuming a Gaussian field distribution, this will have the 
effect of smearing the angular distributions.
5. CONCLUSIONS
In this thesis, we presented some recent experimental results on the  inter­
action of intense laser light with alkaline-earth atoms using techniques of mul- 
tiphoton ionization spectroscopy. Single and double nonresonant ionization of 
calcium and magnesium atoms have been studied and the electron-energy spec­
trum  with 532 11m and 1064 nm radiation were analyzed a t intensities less than 
10*3iy /c m 2. We showed conclusively the im portance of doubly excited states 
in the nonresonant excitation with an intense coherent radiation. The role of 
electron correlations is observed to be significant for the production of singly 
ionized calcium and magnesium. This is a particular property of alkaline-earth 
atoms because they have low lying ionic excited states. Single ionization has 
been shown to result in excited states of the ion and ATT of the ground sta te of 
ion. Double ionization was shown to be essentially a  sequential process which 
evolves from the ground sta te  of the ion acting as the initial sta te  for the final 
process. We would like to stress the importance of understanding the suppression 
of low energy peaks a t low intensity with circular polarized light of alkaline-earth 
atoms with 1U64 nm radiation. Looking into the future, shorter pulse width and 
more powerful lasers will undoubtedly produce interesting new results. On the 
theoretical side, 110 complete multiple ionization theory exists to date. We hope 
tha t the experiments, described in this thesis, will help us to develop better the­
oretical understanding, by providing the insight into the physics of correlated 
excited states.
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0161 I f  < nr  l o t  f n e .  nr- t s2)  t y p e  * » 'WARNING* The # o f  p o i n t s  a r e  no t  e o u a l . '
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0163 i f ( n s h J . n c . r i s h o t s ) t a p e  ki'UARNINGI The # o f  s h o t *  e r e  n o t  ac tua l . '
0165 1 f  ( tt0 * ne • no2 > type  *i  'ERROR! The H i n i t i a l  a r e  no t  t h e  *an« .  '
0167 i F< Mine , n e . ; r i nc2 ) t y p e  t t  'ERROR! The a i n c r e m e n t s  e r e  n o t  ac tua l* '
0169 t y p e  *»'Do you want  t o  n o r m a l i z e  t h e  background?  (Y/N) '
01 70 accer-t  9990* ans
0171 1 f  1 nii* < tie * * y ' < and • any • ne • ' Y ' 1 do to  1102
0173 t y r e  k t ' U h a t  i s  t h e  NORMALIZATION CONSTANT?'
0174 a c c e p t  t rynorm
0175 do 14 03 J ^ l  f r .r-lot
0176 1403 bkandi J )~bkgnd<Jf f tynarm
0177 1402 do 1401 I d . n r l o t
0170 d a t a 2 ( i ) = d a t » 2 ( i > -  b k d n d ( l )
0179 y < 1 ) *=dalt»2 < i  1
0180 1401 c o n t i n u e
0181 t ype  * » ' BACKGROUND SUBTRACTED.'
0182 g o t o  10 
c
c o p t i o n  TI f o r  c o n v e r t i n g  back  t o  raw t e m p o r a l - d a t a  
c
0183 1500 l u r e  * * ' CUNVER1IN0 TO RAU TEMPORAL DATA.'
0104 a o t o  201
c
c o p t i o n  FA For s e t t i n g  new c o n v e r s i o n  p a r a m e t e r s
c
01 Uli 0500 tyr-e *i 'Ulial  P a r a m e t e r s  do you want  t o  chan ' i er*
0106 t ype  * i ' l .  Energy p i n  S i r e )  2.  F l i g h t  Tube L e n g t h ; '
0187 t ype  * » ' 3 .  NIH F u l s e  H e i g h t !  4. E: : i t  O p t i o n ! '
0188 accer- t  i t o r t
0189 i f ( n e t •e n * 1 ) goto  0510
0191 i r ( o p t . e o , 2 ) go t o  8520-
0193 I f ( o p t •e a .4>go t o  8599
0195 t ype  * i ' C u r r e n t  f a 1ue = ' * ramp
0196 t ype  k r ' U h a t  i s  t h e  new HIM p u l s e  h e i g h t ?  (256 mast . ) '
0197 a c c e p t  t t r amp
0190 goto  0500
0199 8510 t ype  ♦» ' C u r r e n t  0 a 1u e ~ ' * c h i n
0700 t ype  * . ' U h a t  i s  t he  new ENERGY BIN SIZE? ( i n  meV) '
0701 accer-t  k t c b i n
0207 goto  0500
0203 8570 t ype  * » ' C u r r e n t  Value™'» l e n g t h
0204 t ype  # t ' U h a t  i s  t he  new F l i g h t  Tube Leng t h?  ( i n  cm) '
0705 a c c e p t  f t* l ength
0706 g o t o  8500
0207 8599 g o t o  10
c
c op t ion  BE t o  s e t u p  c u s t o m i z e d  p l o t
c
0208 1600 typi* k r ' Wha t  i s  j:min and iimasc?'
0209 a c c e p t  k *umin*umau
0210 t ype  *> ' Uha t  i s  ymin arid wmai;?'
0211 a c c e p t  i f j n i n r u i n sK
0212 c a l 1 p l o t s ! )
0213 c a l l  s c  r 11
120
0214 S o to  305
c
c o p t i o n  CO t o  add a c o r r e c t i o n  t o  i
c
0215 1700 t y p e  t r ' Uha t  i s  t h e  a d d i t i v e  <
021A a c c e p t  * radd2
0217 do 1701 i 9 l t n p l o t
02 IB >i U ) b« ( 1) +add2
0219 1701 c o n t i n u e
0220 t y r e  * , ' * * » *  C o r r e c t i o n  added
0221 d o t o  10
L
c o p t i o n  MA f o r  l e t t l n d  a h a r d co r w  >
c
0222 1800 t ype  t i ' P r i n t l n a  d a t a ! ! '
0223 OPer»<unlt=A>
0224 nl  i n i  l an r  l o t  t  lnd>t
0225 do 1801 i = ind;t  m l  i s i i t
0226 wrt te<A»*> 1 nM 1)> w( i )
0227 1801 c o n t  i n u e •
0220 c l o s e t  u n l t e 6)
0229 d o t o  10
c
c o p t i o n  U0 t o  s t o r  t he  r r o e r * *
0230 9999 . c a l l  c l r t : t
0231 c a 11 c l r a r
0232 c a l l  r s c r 1
0233 9998 f o r m a l ( a l l
0234 9997 FORMAT(15)
0235 9996 format (F lO*  5)
0236 s t o p
0237 end
K-aMl*
correction to »
of hv pairs
-eid sT'
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(B) Laser Intensity Effects Analysis Program
PROGRAM LINNAK
e
c
c
d i m e r n i o n  w( 200 > t « (200  > * it 1 ( 100 ) r y 1 ( 100 > 
d i mens i o n  >;2< 100 > r y2< lO0> * wvl ( 100) * ww2< lOO) 
i r>teS(fr l3 cmd<11) 
b y t e  ni(15)
*(15>=0
c
d a t a  ctiid/ ' OU ' ? ' HA' . '  GE' » '  PL '  t '  CL '  » ' HE' » ' ST'  » '  R1 '  r ' R 2 ' t  
I ' S A ' r ' E O ' /  
a 1=0 
bl =0
82=0
h2=0
10 t y p e  * » ' O r t l o n T '
a c c e n t  12«Lsns 
12 f orrnat  ( s2 >
do 20 J !I1 r 1 1
i f  ( i arts • ea . cittd( J  ) ) Soto30 
20 c o n t i n u e
t y p e  i t  ' l i t E r r o r l  Mot Reco&nlzab le  Command! ! I '
So to  10 
30 c o n t i n u e
c , -
c au HA GE FL CL HE 8T R1 R2  SA ED
Soto ( 999? r 1 0 0  r 2 0 0 1 3 0 0 r 4 0 0 r 5 0 0 *A0 0 »7 0 0 *0 0 0 *9 0 0 r 1 0 0 0 >t.l
c
c op t  i tm MA f o r  mot i n s  t(-y a r r a y
c
c
100 n p l s n0
t y p e  * r ' 0F - l i on !  HA f o r  m a t i n s  « -y  a r r a y . '
t y r e  * » ' t o  c l o s e  a r r a y  t v e e  12345S7. rO'  
do 110 i = l r  200 
a c c e p t  4 r » ; ( l > r y ( i )  
c 102 f o r m a t < 2 f 15 .2 )
i f  <v.<i> . e o .  1234567.  > s o t o l 2 0  
x ( I > =al oSl 0( >t < 1) ) 
y ( l ) = a l n s l 0 ( y ( i ) >  
n p l s = n p t s + 1 
110 con t  i nue
t y p e  ♦ . ' Y o u  hove r e a c h e d  t h e  mattitiiufli # o f  p o i n t s  r 200 '  
120 Soto  10 
c 
c
122
c
c
o
200
2 1 0
211
c
c
c
c
c
<00
c
c
c
c
c
300
c
c
c
c
c
600
610
o p t i o n  GE f o r  d c t t l M  d a t a
t y e e  *» ' O p t i o n  f o r  r e c a l l  i n s  •  s t o r e d  d a t a  s a t . '  
t y p e  . *» ' E n t e r  tl*e f i l e n a m e ! '  
a r c e e  t  21 0 metier r ( n < l ) > l * l f n c h i r )  
fontiKorflOnl ) 
m ( nclia r ♦ 1 ) =0
O P E N (UNIT = It NAME-H * T Y P E ^ ' O L O ' t A C C E S S " ' D I R E C T '»
* ASSOC IAFEVARIARLE =NREC t RECORDS 1 2 E “ 1 >
r e a d (1 * 1 Inp t s
n r e c s 2
do 2 1 1  J = 1  r ne t s
r e n d t l  ' n r p c )  ! t ( J )
n rec=n r e c 1 1
reottd 'nrtic) ytJl
n re c En r p c t 1
c o n t i n u e
c l o i e l u n j  t  = l )
type *»'1<ATA FILE R E A D '
d o t o  10
o p t i o n  CL f o r  c l e a r  s c r e e n
c a l l  c l r S r  
c a l  1 c l  r s l  
c a l 1 r s c r 1 
So to  10
o p t i o n  HE f o r  S e t t i r d  t h e  s«nu
c o n t i  n*je 
a o t o  10
o p t i o n  ST f o r  s t n r l n a  « - y  a r r a y
t y p e  ♦ » ' O p t i o n  f o r  s t o r i n a  m- w a r r a y * '  
t ype  * » ' E n t e r  t h e  f i l o n o o e l  ' 
n c c e e t  6 10 m c h a  r * < r.t ( 1 > * 1 -1 *ncl ia r  ) 
forma t ( o * 0 0 a 1)
o p e ni uni  r = i * name=m* type- ' new* * a c c e s s - '  d i r e c t '  *
W I l U M  I  J J t i c  t  V.
n r e t ? = 2
do 611 J = I t n e t s  
w r i t e ! 1 *nrec> u<J)  
n r e c - n r e c f 1 
w r i t e t l  ' r i r ec )  w(J)
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n r e c « n r e e + l  
d l l  c o n t i n u e
c l o s e <un i  t = 1) 
t « P e l t ' DATA FILE STORED' 
t futo 10
c 
c
c o p t i o n  R1 t o  run t he
c
c
700 t y p e  * » ' F i r s t  l i n e ^ T i  
a c c e n t  i r i t t t n l  
do 710 > n l i n l  
k - J - » . l M  
« lCk)*Mt J )  
v l ( k ) « y ( j )
710 c o n t i n u e
n l i n l » » n t - i h l t l
c
c a l l  l i n f  i t  ( i t l «u l  * l i d mav t  n l  i n i  * e o d e » a l  ♦ s i  an  a 1 *M n t u b l t r )
c
t u n e  * * '  Y ■ a + b * X' ‘
t y p e  i* ' a = ' r a l
type i t  ' b=' rbl
ty re  * * ' s J am a a I = ' * r. 1 •»"< a 1
t y r e  i t ' s ! a m a b l “ ' t s i r i n b l
g o t o  10
c
c
c o e t i o n  Fc2 to run t h e  l i n e a r  f i t
c * ’ -
c
800 t y p e  * » ' F i r s t  l i n e 3?* l a s t  l l n e “ T'  
a c c e p t  *»m2rn3 
do 010 J=m2*n2 
k=J-»r,2+l 
m2 ( K ) - w<J>
«2<k)«y<J)
810 c o n t i n u e
n l i r i 2 » n 2 - m 2 t l
c
c a l l  U n f i t !  t<2r w2» * i Ssiey r n l  i n 2  r e o d e  * a2t  s i f lRts2tb2 * sis«ib2r  r  >
c
t y r e  '  Y » a + b * X'
t y p e  i * ' » " ' n t 2
t y p e  i t ' b = ' f b 2
t y p e  i r  ' s l s n i B ? * '  isigikB^
t y r e  * » ' s i e a a b 3 a ' i t i g n b Z
So lo  iO
c o p t i o n  FL to p l o t  t h e  d a t a
c
c
l i n e a r  f i t  
l a s t  l i n e - T '
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300
320
350
340
c
c
c
c
c
900
c
c
c
c
c
1000
t VM ' Op t i o n  f o r  p l o t t i n g  d a t a '
tvee l i ' T V P E I 1 f o r  raw d a t a  p l o t '
t ype  ♦» 'TifF'1113 f o r  combined p l o t  w i t h  l ine  1'
tvipe # t 'TYFEl3  f o r  combined p l o t  w i t h  l i n e s  1
a c c e p t  ♦» J f  1 ait
t  vi e * t ' ::mi n*!? » isme:« = ? » yn.i rt«? t wmaM**T ' 
acct'p t * i :; * i n • ;imo>i t viii in r vnsx 
c a l l  p l o t s ! )  
c a l l  s c r l l
c a l l  »eale( t<ty» np t  s • t !<«i tn» yniiM * urn In I
c a l l  s hI s I ' L oslO <I n t e n s  1t w ) ' * 'LoSlO 1Humber 
c a l l  p l o t < x » y t r i p t s » 3 t l t >
1f <J f l a * • e o .1>Soto  340
do 320 l - l t r . l l n l
y y l i i ) « a l t b l t x l <1)
continue
m l i n l ^ n l i n l + l
!(1 <ml l n l  )=>:<nlf l )
y y l ( n > l i n l ) = a l t b l * x l  ( m l l n l  )
c a l l  p 1 o t  ( it 1 * yy 1 r ml I n l  » 3 r 0 1 1 >
1 f ( J f  l a s  . e t * . 7 ) Soto  340
do 350 i - l m l i n ?
yy?( i > = a2tb2*::2( 1)
con t iriue
hi  li*2~nl ir,2 I 1
1<2 ( tn 11 n2 ) =:; < n I )
yy2(«il  1 ri?>«n2tb2#:t2(ii. l  l r .2)
c a l l  r  1 o t  ( ::21 y y 2 »iti 1 i n 2 1 3 r 0 r 1)
do to  .10
and 2 '
Of C o u n t l ) ' * l i
o p t i o n  54 to  c a l c u l a t e  t h e  p o i n t  o f  s a t u r a t i o n
:tS8J*-(a2-Bl ) /< b 2 -b l  >
y s a = ( s l * b 2 - b l * a 2 ) / ( b 2 - b l >
J t s a * 1 0 *  4*‘.tsa
ysaB10i 4*yy.T
t y p e  #» ' X*14=' »::sa
t yp e  * i 'Y S /i* ' t use
d o t o  10
o r - t i on  Eli f o r  e d i t l n d  an tt-w d a t a  a r r a y
t y p e  ♦ • ' T h i s  o p t i o n  a l l o w s  e d l t i n S  o f  s p e c i f i c  d a t a  a t * '  
l u r e  ♦ t ' Uliat i s  t h e  v a l u e  Of t h e  e t  i n  t h e  x -v  *-ti i r '  
a c c e p t  atri 
x (n>«10 .**:i<ri> 
y ( n ) ^ 1 0 . * ti y ( n >
t y r e  i t  'Old ::= ' im (n)  »' O l d  « " ' i « l n )
l u O )
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twee t r ' M h B l  » r *  NEW X*YT'
a c c e p t  * i i t ( r i ) rw(o)
t v e e  * » 'New «**' rsitri) r 'New '
>i ( n ) “ »1 oa 10 ( i< ( r<) >
v ( n ) « n l o B 1 0 ( h (h ) )
a u t o  iO
c
e
c o p t i o n  GU t o  s t o p  t he  p r o a r a a
c
c
?V9? c a l l  c l  f i x  
c a l l  c l r d r  
c a l l  r a c r l  
•  t op
end
u 
u
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(C) Angular Distribution Analysis Program
c ■illl'ROUTJNE LE0F I1
c
:  Pu rpose
c n.iku o f i t  t o  da t o  wi t h  « L o f s m J r t  r o l u n o f t l a l
c Y » M l )  t  M?)*X + M 1 > * ( ! X * * ? - I > / 2  t  . . .
- *• M l )  * <1, + »C!>*X + >/2
<? where X ■ cos(tht-fa)
c Usage
c C a l l  L e d f i K  U i e t a r u r i l s a a u m r t n n o r d e r . n ev e n . mo de . f  t e s t ,
c u f  i t  . e r s i g m a e . b . s i f l m a b . c h i s c i r )
c
D**crIptian of parameters 
c Theta - array of angle* (in degrees) of the d*ta points
c Y - array of data point* for dependent variable
c Si Smew - array of standard deviations for y data points
c nets - number of Pairs of data points
c fiorder - hi sheet order of polynomial
c neven - determines odd or even character of polynomial
c M  fits only to even terms
c 0 fits to nil terms
c -1 file, only to odd terms (t*1u s constant term)
c mode - determines mode of weighting 1 east-«wtun res fit
c 4 1 (instrumental) weight(i) - 1./sidmau(i>*♦2
c 0 (no weighting) uetrtht(l) E 1.
c -i (statistical ) ueidht(l) l./w(j>
c ftost - array of values of f(L> for an f test
c yfit - array of calculated values of M
c a - array of coefficients of polynomial
c siSmaa - array of standard deviations for cnef f i c i cr.ts
c b — array of normalised relative coefficients
c sirlmnh - nri-ny of standard deviations for relative ennff
c chisar - reduced chi sctuare for fit
c
c Subroutines reouired
c Matinv<array.ntevms.dot)
c
c Comments
Dimension r> ta temen t val id for npls up to 100 arid norde r 9
S u b r o u t i n e  l e s f i t l  t h p t n . y . s i  atnnvi nr- t s .  n o r d e r i  neven i mode. 
♦ f t e s t . y f  i t f a t  s i sm a a . b . s i Smab. ch i  n o r > 
d o u b l e  p r e c i s i o n  coni  r ie. p . b e t a . a l p h a «chi  so
v i  r t u a l  a ( i ) . s idrnaa( 1 ) . b ( 1 ) . s i s m a b ( I )
v i r t u a l  w e i s h L ( 1 0 0 ) . p < 1 0 0 r 2 0 ) . b e t s ( 2 0 ) * a l r h a ( 2 0 . 2 0 >
c
c Accumula te  w e i g h t s  and l eg e n d  r e  p o l y n o m i a l s
c
11 n t e r m e s l
n c o * f f Bi 
J«i«K«nci rde r + I.
20 do 40 i ** 1 r n p t s
21 11" (mode > 22*27*29
22 i f  <w< 1 > ) 25* 27.  2.1
23 w e i s h t l  1 > *1 . / u (  1 > 
rlo t o  31
25 w e i S h t ( l > “ l . / ( - w < i > >
i n t o  31 
27 u e l s h t ' 1 ) « 1 .
n o t o  31
29 welsht<11*1./sisma*(i)**2
31 cosine*dcos (0 .01 745329252*thetaf 1) .*
e<I»1 1*1. 
p(ii2>«coslne 
do 36 l*2*norder 
f 1-1.
36 e< 1 r 11 1 >»( <2 . *f  1 -1 .  > t co» ln**p  C i » l ) - t f l - l .  / **• \t r . l - 1 ) ) / f  1
40 c o n t i n u e
c
c Accumula te  m a t r i c e s  b ) p ^ i  and b e t s
c
51 do 54 J=l*nterHis
b e t a  ( . 0  = 0. 
do 54 k = l * n t e r m s  
54 a l p h a < J  *k >~<>.
61 do 66 i = lrrtf t s
do 66 J  = 1 * n t e  rmr.
be t a<  J ) - h r t f i ( . l )  t p  ( i r J ) i u (  1 ) twei  s h t  I I I 
do 66 k=J i rit e rnis
a 1 r tia ( .1* I*.) = o In ha ( J t k 1 + p < i  » J)*P< i »k 1 twe 1 1 1 1 1
66 a l p h a  < k r J )  - a l p h a  ( J  »k)
c
c D e l e t e  f i n e d  c o e f f i c i e n t s
c
70 i f  (neven)  71 *91 *01
71 do 76 J=3*r t termg*2 
b e t a ( J )=0.
do 75 K = 1 i n t e r n s  
a l P h a ( J *  k 1=0.
75 a lpha(k*J1=0*
76 a l p h a ! J * J ) =1.
So to  91
01 do 06 J*=2*ntormm 2
b e t a  < J ) ~ 0 . 
do B5 k=t*r»terms 
a J phfl < J * k ) ;=0.
05 a l o h a ( k *J> =0.
06 a 1 eha< J ( .))=! , 
c
c I n v e r t  c u r v a t u r e  m a t r i x  a l p h a
c
91 do 95 JM*Jma:<
128
«< j >-o .
s l r i t i t K  J > - 0 .  
b<J>*0.
93 iif| i itnb(>JIB0<
do 97 i “ I r n e t s  
97 u f i t < I t - 0 .
i f  (det . l  1 11* 103* 111 
103 c h i * a r « 0 t  
a o t o  170
c
c C a l c u l a t e  c o e f f i c l e n t a » f i t *  and c h i  s ttu a re
c
111 do 115 J=l*ntern<9 
do 113 k = l r n t e r » 9  
113 e(.i)<-a( J M b e t a ( k ) ( i l p h a (  J . I O
do 115 i=* t . n e t *
115 M f l t < i ) » w f l t ( i M a ( J )
121 chiso=0.
do 123 1= 1 f ne 1* *
123 c h l s n = e h i * a t  <v(t  l - y f i t ( l )  1 * * 2 * u « i a h t (  1 > 
f  ree"rii*t*i-nc«<;ff 
ch i  s n r * c h i  s o / f  r e e
c
t: Tos t  f o r  eiid o f  f i t
c
131 i f  ( n l e i  ins-Jmai:) 132* 151* 151
132 i f  ( r . coef  f - 2 )  133* 134*141
133 i f ( n e v e n ) i 3 7*13 7 .133 
131 i f ( n p v e n > 1 3 5 * 137.133 
135 n t o t ms - n t e r m9 +2
Solo 130 
137 nlr*rms=nterni5f 1 
130 rictiflf f=i «coef f +1
clii no I - cltl so 
Soto 51
141 f  v e l  o***= ( chi  s o l - ' c h i s o l / c h i s o r
i f  < f t o s t ( r . t e r n ,5 >- f v a l u e )  134* 143 .143
143 i f ( n e v o n ) 144.146 * 144
144 n t e r m s ^ n t e r m s - 2  
S o t o  147
146 n t e  imB=r.lo ritrs-1
147 n c o e f  f  Knco»rf f -  1 
JmsM-rtl uim*t
149 d o t o  SI 
c
c C a l c u l a t e  r e m a i n d e r  o f  o u t p u t
c
151 1 f (inode ) 152* 134 . 152
152 ve t  r ice’ l .
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Soto 155 
.154 vsmce«cl«J tnr
155 do ISA J « 1 *n t e r n s
156 s i 3 m a a ( J  ) “d*a r t  < v a r n c s ^ t  la-ha ( J r  J )  )
161 1r<o<1>>162,170.16?
162 do 166 J**21 n t e  rins
164 r1AA»164
164 h<J)=«(  J) /»(1. )
165 ( J > *h < J) tdsnrt  ( ( gidiitisC J)/a< J > ) t*2i(tlainaa( l) /a(l)><*2 
1-2. lvBrnr*l»lphn(J»l) / (a(J)*at l ) ) )
166 continue 
b 11 ? = t .
170 r e t u r n  
end
B
VITA
Dal-Woo Kim Address: 414 Lake Pointe Drive
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